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ture this way than when I went over the
ground several years ago. The other
morning Willy and L rode over to a large

less people who deem: the * minister's Boston Monday -lecturér's recent journey
| wife” the proper pack horse of the parish. to Brockport, N. x, to speak before aa yThere is probably *‘ anothér half” to the ceum there: story of the pastor's wife, which is held
At Rookigter:Bighteen’ miles east ‘of
in reserve for future use.
-.°
Brockport, the Niagara Falls train is
But where is the church in which the made up.
Mr. Cook quietly took his
leaven of worldliness does not exist? seat inicog., as any other great man would
Where
is the church whose influence in do, possessed with equal good sense: A
the community is not lowered by the con- young man of business air soon after took
formity of its members .to the manners his seat near by with a cigar in his mouth
and customs of the world around them ? ablaze.
Mr. Cook seeing this remarked
i 1 recently heard a man of acknowledg- mildly: *¢The smoking car is just ahead, .

Broowil Baptist Printing Establishment, village—the very village iin which more

than fourteen years ago Dr. Bacheler and
1 baptized a small company of converts,
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he

light

through: the

instrumentality of “a little volume ' of
poetical tracts given away twenty years
before at a Sanday market. Once after| wards I was treated to a generous shower
of stones in this same village, on the -occasion of baptizing two additional conThis time our reception was quite
verts.
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different.

ed upright character

‘The people heard otir message

« | gladly, and seemed thoroughly ashamed
| of their former rudeness. May the Lord
|giveusa ‘church ini that village. I told
0UT OF THE DEPTHS.
them when coming away that I héped to:
baptize in that tank again.
O blessed Jesus, how my heart is yearning
To clasp the darlings Thou hast called away!
Some of your readers may recollect
With quenchless sorrow all my soul is sburn- myswriting of the above ‘incident years
fing
ago. The good Bengali brother who
~ To see, embrace, and hear them, if I-may.
was with me has long since gone to his
1 know that, from all earthly storms defended, reward, and but the other day there’ folLike tender lambs they. lie upon Thy breast; lowed hin: to the heavenly land, the vet-

1, 1880.

~

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

No more they weep ; their childish

A

griefs are

| eran toiler who sowed the good seed. in

ended;
Safe folded in Thy Joving arms they rest.

But, Lord, my eyes are dim with mists of sadness;
My faith is weak, 2nd darkness blots the day; }

| that Sunday market, the
which we were permitted

ripe fruit of
to gather. iin

after a full score of years.

A mile away

1 can not see'thé beauty and the gladness
“That crown the darlings Thou hast called

C.

F

Away.

Lord, touch my

sightless eyes, that, upward

turning,

from this village is the . unmarked grave

of that old man whose remarkable con.
version pod triompbant ‘death I used .to
speak: ‘of at home, Istood beside his humble resting place, without so much as a
mopnd to mark it, and thanked God. for

Still fail with longing their delights to see;
the power of -1lis simple truth. That
That, healed and cleansed, I may with faiths |
listle book from the Qrissa Mission Press
discerning,
with
worked wonders: Without a preacher to
rest
they
Look on the mansions where
Thee, _
expound. it. how like a sure; swift shaft

1

Let the dark pinions of this sorrow nearer

it went to the hearts of those villagers.
Bring me, O Saviour, to Thyself, I pray i.
So may many a shaft from God’ 8 quiver
Sweeter the richness of Thy love, and dearer,
of truth pierce the hard hearts of this
Because my darlings Thou hast called away.
| wicked and adulterous “generation,
8. H.
My writing day finds me with the little
"Nashville, Tenn. :
o> b0
band of Christians whose history revives
the memory of that interesting event of
INDIA LETTER.
which I have spoken. Here are three
Cae PaTassani, Fes. 28, 1880.
amilies and a small Christian communi‘This has been a very busy month with br These believers are connected with
us all. Almost our whole missionary the Midnapore church, but I hope there
force has been in the field, moving about may be a church organized here soon.
from place to place, publishing the glo-. Surrounded by the heathen these discirious gospel in’ many villages. Dr. ples meet with no persecution whatever,
‘Bacheler has been. confined to station but so far as I see, are living in peace
work, and Mr. Burkholder to house- | with theip neighbors. We. hope to sta-

building at Bhimpore.

With these ex--

tion a native preacher here.

A live

it.

increasing

he

mow

is

heat

driving us all to. the siations, sud ol

»

©

ZABETH

“gpirit of the

in the

Lord is. working

hearts of these men, and we look confidently for a harvest in the near future.
The outer works have all heen “carried
long ago, in many of these young school-

man

HARP. dale

Sine sald. «It isnot true, and it is

masters, but the citadel of the heart remains yet unconquered—in stout rebellion against the Prince of Purity ‘aiid
Peace.

There,

afe

very

such

many

ed.

« You did fnean us, and we

for we are not at all 4s you say we

Why in the name ‘of
are not at all as the
ed, do you consider
or implicated in any
cisms are false and

and the usage

on all

work will be done better; a bond
of union
betiveen themselves and the churches will
be established, and their love

ai
are.”

ances, its smooth plausibilities, the- re-

tian.

CONDUCTED

The

heartless,

a

mere

°‘* whited- sepulcher.”

Christianity demands truth in

parts.

the inward

‘There is no troublein being a

Christian if you set your standard low
enough; and it is a good deal easierto
lower the standard than to lift up the
life and character to the high plane of
Christ's teachings.
Are there not men
and women of wealth, who wear grand
apparel, and assume pious airs, whose reTigion,

so

to

speak,

is

the

only

cheap

thing about them?
But what is it that is « Not True™ It
is not true that I correctly describe neighever 'wittingly

als.

caricature

must be

-individu-

IfI did, I should be guilty of violat-

ing the proprieties of civilized life. It
mine are pictures, they are shadow pictures; some memory may flit across my
mind and get a momentary. limning, move
unconscious than intentional.
Have you
npt heard of the man who was, on an occasion, invited to improvise at a church
gathering, and next day the neighborhood
was. by the ears, and he was charged with

can

Christian brotherhoy

content, and

our

in-

larger and grander victory shall appear.

: WASHINGTON

1t is quite time something was said regards
ing our Home Missionary work. . . . Little ad-

“WASHINGTON,

shall

bear them sdfely over the sand-bars of weakness, unless the treasury of our Home Mission=

ary Society is better supplied with funds

than

may

be able, but every Christian

afferding the natiobhal visitors an illustration

how these political leaders contend guick and
sharply in the forum. In the Senate on Thurs.day, Senator Blaine insisted thas the presiding
officer; (Mr. Rollins, of N. H., in the chair)
should give reasons for his rulings, and, upon
Mr. Edmund’s championship of that officials
cause, the Maine Senator devoted his particu- 3

raise our $12,000 for India, and also raise $12-,
000 for the prosecution of Home Missionary
work.
hi
Now-as to ways and means.
The grave
question is, How shall we get hold of the mon-

is

Jar. attention to his New England. presidential

money enoughin the hands of the Lord’s peo=

rival,

ple; the question is,» How

the

marked; Blaine, ardent, rapid and intense;
Edmunds, phlegmatic, deliberate {and calcula-

ey?

There isno question

but. that
shall

there

we get

people to hold their hahds open, palms downy
over the ord’s treasury?
Our -correspondent ‘then refers to the
stirring
work recently done in this cotin|
try for the foreign canse,
&
and ‘proceeds as
follows: .
Now with regard to our

Home

ting.

impulsively. The
assured'l am that

and set the churches on fire!

tion, Yoting

will say—Amen.

Nevertheless,

brethren

sionof our General Conference a man

‘t 000 as a church-extension fund.

these interests. The Executive Boards of
our societies ought to be able to count
with assurance on a regular income from
the churches through the operation of this
system.
It is not claimed that the plan is
new.

It has been tried,

in

its

majn

feat

ures, in many of our churghes before its
introduction bys our. Financial Secretary.
It is not ' claimed that ‘this is the only
way, or even the only good way of doing
this work.
It is claimed that this is .one

good way, and that it-is so good

that ev-

ery church ought to- give it’ a fair and
thorough trial. Again and again have we.

‘

service

in the

Bengali language and is devoting ‘him-

self to its study as a, foundation

. Sarltal, which is to follow.

for the

pew

mission

bungalow,

=

=

Thus did the Pharisees” of, old. How
was it in the messages sent to. the

geous.

Who could bear such dissection ?

1 do but satirize, good

naturedly,

we shall, probably, be relieved from continual anxiety in regard to this work, and

Much of + angels of the seven thurches,” in Rev- of the faults and follies I see ‘in’ solity [ from. the necessity of frequently repeating
around .me.
IfI get dangerously near what has been said a great many times be-

his time is now taken up with building

the

than thon.”

and

the

houses for’ the Santal training school,
the boys and the pundits, etc. Mrs. B.

devoted the better part of January to in‘specting some of the Santal schools. She

elation? Was there one that. sescaped

re-

proof and rebuke?

“The articles to which allusion is here
made, “A “Woman of This World,”
i Better Than No Church,” ete., were

pot intended to be offensively personal.

the truth sometimes, it is quite uninten-

tional,—aceidental, I may

say.

I know

at least a half dozen ministers’ Wives
who are given Jo this world, and as to
«« Taking Comimsssion” (a quite recent article published in the Star), so far from
meaning’ any one person, I regret to say
I must have had in mind as many as, fon

be

be-

sesput

$100,

to celeIs there

Day,

‘The

transcendant

from. those

{liree benevolent societies doubtless represent
the three grand channels through which we,
as Free Baptists, ought to work and ‘win for
the Master. ‘These-three causes are supple_mentary, and interdependent, but can never
be, ard must never be allowed to seem to be,
antagonistic. . . .
| Several articles have alrendy appeared, .suggested by those ** vacant spaces” m-the Secretary’s reports. The fact which is made prominent, lowever, is not the extreme meagerness
of the Home Mission receipts, so, much as
| their relative meagerness when compared with
the receipts of the Foreign Mission. If this
note of alarm indicates a real and wide-spread

appreciation of the needs of the home work,
thenit ought, to be hailed with joy, but the im-"
pression is forced upon -many minds that the
form of this agitation is unfortunate, and that
it can scarcely benefit the home work,
The
truth is; the Foreign Mission Society is not
laying up money, and is scarcely paying its
expenses.
Every recent remittance, I believe,
with one exception, has
been short, and the

Society is in debt.
state of the Home:
‘Mission Society is without doubt less encouraging, anda real peril is surely impending.
Something must be done to plant new. church-

er interest, they must do as much
mistake

to present

our

‘Washburn’s

of

to:

FOR THE

U. 8. MAILS.

Star” service bill, with the additional -

political

without
favored
ly

of

the

‘Senate,

increasing
the

The Western members,
parties.
energeticalpolitical distinction,
it, as’ this particular service more

especially effects that portion of the country
now developing and to be developed. 36 Dem-~
ocratsand55 Republicans voted in favor; 59.
Democrats and 20 Republicans voted against,

while 120 members refrained from expressing.

‘their preference.

It became.a law on WednesQay by the ap--

proval of the President.
TARIFF

|

IN POLITICS.

It seems to be: pretty evident that the two
parties are arranging themselves decisively-on

the Tariff question; the Republicans as * Protectionists,” and the Democrats as ¢ Free
Mr. Town- Traders” or Revenue Reformers.
shend
(of the latter) on Monday endeavored
to get action on a bill, that printing paper;
and all materials relating to its manufacture be
placed on the ¢ free list.”

. It required a two-thirds

vote

(beeause

the :

rules would have to be suspended regarding

bill not coming regularly from a Com.)

FED

and i&

this
failed by a vote of 115 to 80. If a bill of
nature should be reported from the is
Com., 8 majority vote weuld Soi, be necessary
to pass such a measure.
8 a question

.

whether a too rigid adherence fo the present.

system of tariff is not only impolitic but unnecessary at this time, both as to the wants of
the people and national policy.
The di soon
of readjusting the tariff will undoubte ly soon
o
enter into political issues.
, ‘PROPS

The sx

AT THE

POLLS.

blll, introduced in the

House

Tuesday, has now reached the stage
‘commence,
political discussion . will

ow

where

* The
same clause that provoked the contentisn ‘of
last spring
has been inserted, providing,
« That, no money shall be paid for.the subsist=
encé, transportation compensation, &e., of any

portion’of the army’of the-U. 8. to be used as a
police: force to keep the peace at. ‘the polls at
any election held within any State”
As Senator Blaine intimated last year,” what
a terrifying effect a company of 84 U.

8S. sol-. =

diers, which is all that is now stationed inone
" must have
of the Southern States (N..C.
upon its population of over 1
000 inhabitants!

To-day, Thursda the Republicans raised the
point of order,tthat the p
d amendment changes existing
will be looked for wit h prank:
whether we are to have a long,

appear to be, fruitless. discu

benevolent
pertain

‘& dozen

amount some $100,000, passed thé House on
Friday, - after a ' long contest’ andof sharp
both
dischseion © between . members

for this." . .

causes in a body, and to urge only those general considerations and clainis which

PROVIDING

amendments

plea that, as they have given liberally to anoth-

‘fore. . We shall be glad to see that day.
all in common, There can be little true * benevolence which does not have & delinite obTHOSE UNFINISHED ROOMS.
Several rooms in use by members of‘our | ject, and there can be no real enthusiasm in
Theological Schools at Bates College, have benevolent enterprises which does hot spring

been supplied with furniture by iddividu-

declare

amused spectators of the scene.
On Wednesday our visitors had an occasion
to witness how legislators disport: themgelyes,
In the British House of =
in the heat. of debate.
‘Lords the formula may be something like
this:
My Hon. friend has'thade a Statement,
whieh, I think, my lord will find on reflection
to be inconsistent with strict veracity!” In the
Sparks shook. his finger
Mr.
House, face
American
in
Mr. Clymer's
an 8 exclaimed, ¢ He lies,
and that is all there is to it!”

cial fields seem to be assigned
py Providence,
and plainly indicated by circumstances, as the
peculiar work of particular peoples. ...Our

a

to

publican members this time comprising the

any’ better way to honor God and glorify his
pame? Will not the spirits of Randall and

is

Com.

The former gentleman called upon

‘Who seconds

Is there any better way
the motion?
brate our denominational centennial?

It

in'

members to exonerate him, and Mr. Springer
completely discomfited his assailants, the Re-.

do so have not continued as steadfastly as
among the young men of Bengal to-day,
So I am arraigned as an indulger in in-. was desirable. As many pastors are es in our own country, and to strengthen ex"and for them we should never fail to | gree pertinent (and ‘where is the perfect wiffious personalities. It. is not true that changing their locations at this ‘season of isting ones, But whatever is done must be
| church?, or one that may not learn some 1 seize upon an individual here and there, ‘the year, we urge upon them the impor- done in harmony with all collateral interests,
- pray.
Yitle,
say
need
I
station
lesson of profit at the hand of the non ‘and mercilessly (if not maliciously) hold tance of looking well to these things. If and without any invigions comparison of re“Of our Santal
for those in charge will speak for them- elect?) it would at least show the spirit of themup to criticism and obloquy.j—skin’ the cards are already in use, speak an ap- sults... .
The Home Mission Society must raise: ‘more
gelves. Mr. Burkholder has bégun his Christ still existed in that church if it them, as it were, and sdy-to. the public, proving word in their behalf. If they are
money
and do more work. The need is a viin,
abuses
the,
not,
seek
an
early
opportunity
of”
presentand
ing
zeal,
reform
about
y
get quietl
. work with commendable
| ¢ « Look here, all of you, and see how cute ing their claims and urging their adoption. tal one. The demand is imperative. But we
holy
He
ba
up.
“We
du,
looking
crying
already
of
is
‘stead
church
little
I'll ‘do the job.”
This would be outraIf the * good time coming®. ever comes, must-not go to the churches trusting in the

is now able to conduct a

by. this it

rupt motives, &e.

up

I believe it can

loved, I move that on or before the next

do something steadily and regularly for all

asthe Democratic Senators

In the House, it was a Democratic Bumestic
contention, occasioned over Mr. Springer’s ‘ace

be done. I believe the time is now auspicious.
.—But doubtless some conservative
brether
will zise up and coolly sit down oh such a propositibn, and a great long train of conservatives

to

heart

tle family quarrel.

and down the length and breadth of our Zion,

and

Carpenter,

seat, from Mipn., vacant, and not admitting had hitherto, This view is
Donnelly, as ainst the opinion of his party
to me; I do not mention it.
Headed by Mr. - . Manning, they
colleagues.
more 1 think of it, the more
Jbropght him to task on Monday, charging corit is’ correct. We want a

man of clear brain and flaming heart to go

Marks

impetuous

on the floor. were greatly amused

thé Home Society will only have a name tolive
hereafter, as it has

Then the

as much interested

work, I believe somebody must héar and heed’
the summons, ¢ Go thou and do likewise,” or

not Just suggested

The difference in the two men is very

and so8l for Grant, donned the guuntlets and
the expectant crowded galleries seemed to be

Missionary

into the field for the purpose of raising

ought

i

Several enlivening episodes in both Houses
have occurred to vary the usual proceedings, 4

it has been of late... Nevertheless, let us proceed with caution....OQur people are doing
let us be careful
well in the foreign work;
and not. undo what has been done. We must

systemat-

LETTER,

D. C., April 8, 1880.

CONGRESS ENTERTAINING NATIONAL
a
:
VISITORS.
The Capitol an@ Dept’s have been overrun
“the past week by a large number of excursionists from New- Enkland and the West.

vange can be made, few new churches can be.
built up into strength, few.feeble churches: can
of success

8 may not fritter away

our strength through divisions, nor waste ‘it
through apathy, but that it. may all be nsed
agaifist the powers of darkness and sin hy

contributors

Lowell writes as follows :

We tided along until a ‘wave

he mere union ofa

name, but 4 nnion hase
of love and labor, that

stead of the articles themselves. * The
pastorof the Mt. Vernon St. church in

having played, “ Pop goes the weasel ™,in
God's house on tlie Sabbath day? which | said that it will mot work itself. It is a
he indignantly denied, while the people | piece of machinery.
It does not “create
as indignantly declared to deny the | power.
That must; be ‘supplied to it from
charge was to add falsehood to irrever- wikiout. Tt will receive and distribute all
ence.
Had not everybody in church
wer communicated to it, and if pow-

indignant at the charge:

actual

must bear with us, in giving extracts

wonder then, if you beard and recognized the familiar air?’
erapniapplied to it, it will de- good ‘work.
writer has represent- And Hi {ruth a few bars of the popular
Tt
seemsto be a simple thing to ask of our
yourselves assailed,
old song bad slipped off his fingers un- pastors and peeple that they should try
shape? If the ‘critijeonsciously among the medley of airs. this plan, but, si:ple as itis, many have
invidiotis, it would Bat it was unintentional, and he was justly not done it, and some who have begun to

be more dignified to treat them with
silent contempt. If they are in “any de-

We

hights of clear observation, say,‘ Amen” to
ic giving, and that includes the two points
such a movement? And, indeed, is it not fhe
of giving regularly and giving proportion,
only fitting thing to fo? Who seconds th
ately. We have suffered in our benevora
2
lent work, and are still suffering from one- |, Hien?
sided benevolence. An interest is awakThe pastor of the charch in Lawrencé
ened in some cause, deserving. and neédy, writes of # Our Great Work,” and from
and we turn all our streams into its chan- his article, which is good throughout, we
nel. We.do no more for it than we ought, take thé following :
but many’of ussforget, for a time at least,
There can be no doubt that in church exten
sion [ies the great duty of the hour....In all
other causes asneedy and as meritorious.
|
It is right to make- special gifts to these countries, therefore, and amongsall people this
work is essentially one. And
yet certain specauses as occasion may require or as we

bors and friends in these articles;or that
I

an

not print all that comes to us on this sub-’
ject without filling this whole" page. We

Cy WATERMAN.

object of the plan is to promote

sessed the church at Antioch, and which’ cars
ried the gospel .in a single decade from the
Orontes to the Tiour! Oh, for some* spiritual
| prejudices ‘and
nitro-glycerine to’ blow
selfishnessto the four
vind, that we: may
be more firmly united - gy he bonds. of frue

Mission Revival.

revival of Home Mission zeal.

; THE GARD SYSTEM.
Ho
"The remarks of * J. ¥.” in our column
of last week, were timely ahd just. One

Such a one may be hollowdénd

Home

We trust that we are to have

trains suggests the

BY BEY. Gs

i" Oh, for the old-time enthusiasm which pn

The work is worth doing and God will,
doubtless, bless those who attend to it.

MISSION ‘WORK.

spectable aims of good breeding and
worldly virtues. But the one who practices all these, is not theréfore-a Chris-

to. the de-

lent causes must have special champlons, wen
who feel the special need in their very souls,
fitted to_state. ha
andwho
LY
|;clearly and convinejngly. ...

nomination will be tncreaged.

‘propriety of your taking ‘hat car.” The
young man defiantly placed his cigar be-’
from time to time, when he knew, from tween his teeth aif to say: ‘Who are
actual denlings with them, that it was you?” Mr. Cook arising further remarktheir practice to chéat and defrand and lie ed: Young man, if you take another
in business affairs, the same as non-pro- whiff, I:shall be under the necessity of
fessurs of religion,
~~
In the
-putting you, out of this car.”
Ruskin says; with truth, as well asin-. meantime, Mr. Ward, the proprietor of
cisive keenness, he 4s ‘depressed by a the Brockport Opera House, sat near by
sorrowful sense of the hopeless task poor listening to the conversation, not knowclergymen must have in these days, in ing that the gentleman who addressed
recommending people to love their ene-* himself thus animatedly was the Mr. Cook
mies, 'when their whole energiés are al- whom he had engaged to speak that evenready-devoted to swindling their friends,” ing. : The young man imploringly in:
and surely théfe are some church mem- quired of Mr. Ward: « Will jou defend
bers who_ declare by -conduct, if not by me if this man attempts to put me out? ”
creed, their belief that they “ may obtain «I think not,” replied he, ** for this genthe present advantage and escape the fu- tleman just now looks as if he could put.
ture punishment of any sertof iniquity by us both off if he attempted it.”
dextrously concealing the ‘manner of it ~The young smoker concluded that disfrom man and triumphantly confessing |, cretion was the better part of valor, and
the quantity of it to God!"
put away his'cigar. In due time the train
“If you vant to know whetiéF™a man is reached the depot at Brockport, and Mr.
a Christian or not, go ask the poor, the Cook ‘naturally. inquired: ¢¢ Where shall
widows and orphans in his vicinity, and I find Mr. Ward?” The -gentlewnan was
if they subscribe to his piety, then believe ‘at his elbow, to the amazément ' of the
his name is written in the Lamb’s Book of young ‘offender, who found that he had
Life, whether it is to be’ found on any narrowly escaped chastisement at the
church record, high or low.
hand of the noted lecturer.
He embraced.
This humble pen writes not ini thei in- the opportunity immediately to whisper
térests of Pharisaism, but in the interests good naturedly to Mr. Ward: ¢ Thank
of righteousness. What is righteousness ? Mr, Cook from me—with my sompliz
what but right living?
It is therough, ments.”
. Rev. Joseph Cook has thus proved himaud goes down to the very roots of things.
It can not be conveniently blind and self a believer in the principle of prohibidumb to faults and sins in high places. tion when thé¥e is physical and “moral
It must expose. and convict; not other- power at hand sufficient “to enforce wise
wise can there be hope of correction and- legislation.
i a
0-0-0
cure. Pharisaism has its formal observ-

scandalous.”
"week will probably see a
Others said, “ It is true,
stowed
camp appliances
" folded, and
and’it is scandalous.”
away for the seven or aight months tp
But the fact is, it is not standalons,
May the abundant blessing of andit is true,—essentially true. Thats,
come.
God attend the good seed so. abundantly there does exist in (vers communities,
by diligent hands -and devout a class ot persons, a-state of things, mo¥
sown
mission unlike those held up to view in certain
hearts * throughout our broad
field. The reader will ‘hope and pray articles which have appeared in the Star
that some of it may find the good gground under the signature of ** Zabeth Harp.”
“ Bot why speak of such-things?” it.
and bring forth fruit. Mr. Marshall will
ts,
prospec
and
n
positio
« the truth is not to Ye spoken
the
report
1 ‘hope
» Js it then inferred that we
éf the interesting inquirers south of Bala-{} at all tim
? I conclude if we
1
“gore, of whom your readers have heard are to Dsl
are to speak truth.”
speak at all,
with joy and thankfulness.
Qur party has been engaged in Santhl
But *¢ silence is golden.” Indeed it is,
work this month. I count it a real joy to and it would have - Been the ‘¢ golden”
be able to devote even a month to these method to have observed it in regard to
poor people of the jungles. .The open- these mooted articles, which by aid of
ing week—six secular days. bounded by miany tongues have been thrust into some
two Sabbaths—was given to the Santal notoriety. ‘Why ‘so much squirming if
Of nobody is hit?
Teachers’ Convention at Bhimpore.
it
that
It is a litt¥e strange that people in difthis I have spoken so often before,
ance
attend
the
that
ferent localities feel it is their church,
* will suffice to s#y
The
g.
cheerin
t
interes
the
and
and their religious habits that are’ assaillarge
was
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BY

say he frequently

saw persons go to the communion table,
and heard their prayers and: exhortations

ceptions I think all have beén in the dis- might do much here towards building up
J. L. P.
trict. The weather has been charming, 4he church. But more anon.
Ob
as our four months’ cold season in this
latitude always is, aad our native and
NOT TE
TRUE.
foreign agents together. have made goodase of

and attractive surroundings to these students. Their lives will be happier; their
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piled on them, in Shape of societies,
sewing circles, fuirs, festivals, vigilance | A correspondent of, the Congregationalcommittees, by the inconsiderate, mergi-_ | dot relates the following -incidunt of “the

litera-

ction on, this

Be
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it woul

WILD FINANCIAL SCHEMES., _

There was something tending towa i the :
_humoraus in the experi¢nce of one Mr. |
ay
er, a Western greenback meniber, to get his

little

bill

before

the Hquse.

For

three

long. months
he has been struggling to
¢¢ catch the speaker's eye”
On Moudayhe
was given the coveted opportunity, and he

from a deep sense of special needs. It may be
a wise plan to divide money, the use of which

als, churches and Quarterly
Méetings.
is not specified by the donor, according. to. a launched upon a very short. voyage, the folThere are other rooms yet unfinished for fixed ruje; but it seems unwise to ‘encourage
lowing bill :—That all the money of the nation,
immediits
and
ly,
‘i well begun in Bhimpore
which there will be.an urgent demand in the chprohes teto give money to be thus divided metallic or paper, be issued by the Govt. alone,
one minister and his wife, and ruthless
reported
were
decengirls
and
ty
More
‘ate vicinity.
the near future,” The amount required tq by & third: party. . ++ Neither must w expect, —and that the interest-bearing portion of the
regardless alike of proprie
people, “more -or less . addicted. to
in the Santal schools at this semi-annual| cy, hold them up to public gaze. She] doubtful method of addiog to their poe ® | turns a room is not large. Fifty dollars the same churches and indlviduals to be equally public ‘debt becoming: redeemable in 1881,"
will do ft. - This may be raised with ‘little interested in, and equally’ liberal toward gd amounting to $8007000,000,8.shoald not be re~
convention than ever . before, and the dealt in resemblances; her figures or et money.
of the U. 8. opers~
difficulty in many of our Quarterly Met- - branches of this work. . In the nature of things funded, etc., but the mints
of female education is very cheer- characters were types ‘ofa class, which
pro
We can no more check the
dear readers,’ underdinid ings.” We commend it to the attention, of this can not be.
‘please,
So
ted
to
their
fullest
thpacity
for
the coinage vof
|
is
great
tion
has,
observa
Society
theif
/Woman's
Our
unless
ing.
~
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| any person,
a
other ‘coinage’ to
mean no one in particular, ‘our brethren at the next session of these play, of individuality in benevolence than in standard silver dolinre and
‘cheer beforé it in India. May God grant } too narrow 0 be worthy of notice ar ‘once for all, I
ke
I, have but only human nature in general. Be bodies. , It would be especially appropri- business. If a man is absérbed in one great such rayJ shliguious,
d it was 88 “effort to violate
it grbat faith, true friends and much respect, will admit’ to exist.
cause, if his heart is really in it, then it is unor
curious
00
to. ential
ion. of
not,
able
fulth
A
and
tendin
th,
ate that’ every
vartetly Meeting from wise to seek to make hitn the ehampion. of anknown several ministers’ wives who were | therefore, hencefor
©
he money
power,
| ony Sop th work:
and
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y
which
there
is
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young
man
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sensitiv
too
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but
Open ++ » Founding
their appeal ‘on the merits | would unite and smother. To I
of this world,”
‘We are just glosing 8 plessant: trip. in | undeniably * women
Yois
an
ip cause, let tl
8 of Home Misciops ly done Hh anay efiphatic vote,
bowed ‘serisitiveness betrays a sore sf . some- ‘should see to it that his room 18 suitably
and.
d
burdene
were
=
who
more
|
Many
west.
Weaver
.
the
to
loountry
thei
furnished. We do not ask for” expensive | 1. théir ¥Voi of ev y Where in the name, ‘of sup

“now has several little ‘schools for girls,
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The writer did not seize ‘pon one church,

of your own"
| down under ns * cruel bondage” as. the'| where
oe Nd
and. three
ages
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fo | Tsaclites of old, ‘because. of the bande
Jag been ahave
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been visited.
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"Herod Philip, the tetrarch, embellished
one of these towns; the'one

in

the” tribe

- of Naphtali, and the most northern town
of Judes. Hence it was called Cmsarea
Philippi, that is, the Csesarea of Philip.
«« Asked his disciples.” To. draw out

Christ

tics been met by Christian teadliors time

after time? Yet in a new dress these pests
of Christian thinkers and writers
keep
parading their ** views. " - For the pulpit to-day
to stop in its ususl work to
Verse 27 notice the. folly and bombast of Ingersoll
sense and & Co., is in my opinion a waste of time.

« Taste of death.” Die.

- L-have about concluded that the Lord

called us.as Freewill Baptists to a special

work in the country. ‘It appears that the
fourteen or fifteen thousand Freewill
Baptists-of North Carolina, ‘both colored

ure frequently very tender, and gre willing you should press home" the ‘truth
with great weight. They will bear ‘it,

and not be offended.

om an

-

cme

®
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This class has becoine

80 numérons,

“ Bind. on earth.”

“Loose
TY

+ does

Prohibit.

on earth.” Permit.

A man ought never to get Hd

;

Notice,

not

say whomsoever,

but

The

meaning, then,

may

tover your truth

denies

‘or. per-

denied or permitted by God.

:

man

that

he. was.”

t yet prepared to

Because

prove

it;

Bat which'méthod is best in dealing with

six children to mourn the loss of a kind

husband and indulgent father. On account
Christian pulpit is concerned ? What of the illness of his wife a solemn ser:
shouldbe the rule? In iny opinion’ tie ice was heldsat the homestead by the
rule ought to be the one indicated and writer, public services - at the -,¢hurch, not thatvengpesied by your correspondent. sermon by Rey. E.G. Page, remarks by

the errors complained of,

of his

childhood. He may put away, childish
things and yet retain what is sweet and

80 far as the

tial hearing of the briefest explanation ?
Better feed and lodge a hundred professional beggars than to turn. away a sin.

gle worthy object of pity and want.
As an illustration of the present status

of feeling, in some places,

toward

the _

tramp, we will instance a case which act-

ually occurred in one
towns

of Vermont.

of ‘the northern
A clergyman

had

occasion to visit an old friend in a locali.
ty ‘where he was

wholly

unacquainted.

At such times they | Part of the journey was expected to be.
will even love to have you converse with ‘made by vail, the other part by stage. A

the Writer and Revs. Barnard, Goodrich,

like

this.

thousand

And

they

are

worlds could

right.

Ten

not - mitigate

their woes, if lost." How zealous then
Christians should be! ‘Another reason,
why believers should habitually possess

an ardent passion oe

And the course, goodor evil, out of the

general order of habit or «. ides, meets
general disapproval. While, on the one
hand, conscience is its owh avenger, un-

aorldliness must, endure the world's
ie” gatvision “of Stings. Aud fhe sata law is seen in! the

men, may be because Jésus Christ, their
great examplar, was always zealous. In

trials and. dangers ‘attendi g the estab
lishment of the go.ogpel, This is the price
ple faith, an innocence anda liberty of
liarity; and in no point
| reading his biography as recorded by the universal for
childhood which should Be carried up |
expect to be exempt. 4
aod
pr
Cm
devia
we
can
evangelists; I have failed to find a single
into.and become the bloom of our man‘Multitudes of earnest people are -confie
SNE
‘hood.’ ‘We are timid of the man whose _ The rumor has reached Virginia that. stantly seeking to have (God on their side, | instance ‘when he ‘was “not zealous;
«A new, means of” grace”, is what a

besutifal in childhood.

PUPP

There is a sim-

A WELOOUE RUMOR.

Cunpingham and Jackson.
_ MARK.GATCHZLL.
:

the Freewill Baptist centennial Confer-: but, doing so: selfishly, without the true When but twelve ; years_old,’ he leaves|
Christian Seorctary ~
the circle of his relatives ‘and friends, ‘correspondent of ‘the
whenever burdens of mature ears may .ence is tobe held in the, country. Iam spirit of consecration, and quite missing ‘and enters into the temple, “sitting: inthe calls a device which he has miet with.
glad of it. ¢ God made the Sotntdy.” the secret of Christian living. Trying ‘to |
.
ie forth. » Began to fie be laid aside?
was a rope, “stretched” from pew to
i
midst of the doctors, both hearing them,
with he fact of his com- | The gospel alope "opens its warm The great prophet “John the Baptist hate God on our side makes the religious
fieross all the back pews.of the lec‘pew,
and asking them questions.” And all that’
oso to the you! , Chiristianity albu iis preached in the country. Jesu§ grew up, life a constant struggle, and keepsit full heard him were astonished at his undef ture room in one. of'our city churches so
The Christian life
from ‘éntering
| 'the nurse “of childhood. Atheisu’ looks preached his’ greatest sermon and did a of ‘disappointment.
standing ‘and answers. And when’ his as to prevent. any ‘one
all to como forcotifolon them as on a level with the brutes. large part of his work in ‘the country. ‘consists. not in God being on our, side, but moth
thus,
and
them,
says, Son ‘why hast thou thus
“Those - who
Réveive fndig. | Deigen. or; skepticism; leaves them to "We could not celebrate our centennial fn our being on God's Sider=Golden Rule. | dealt
with us,” he
wers, ““Wist ye not. ward to the front Goats!
life brings with % none ‘of the

fragrance

¥ staaments would only arouse { of -hoyhood, who can not bea boy. again
San

i that claimed

L

'y random influence, lest
8t thief catcha tag

‘bias. The tenaple Jugger a; pr Ssenis a
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Agood measure of propriety in’ a

ab]

paralyze
the audacity of many who have

been 1ougin the field. But what if, in
our laudable endeavors to benefit the
tramp and to seek the public good, we
should turn from our doors the honest,
needy stranger witkout so much as a par-

© « Tyl they seethe som,” &e.
often gives himself this name. By it he |
and white, are, like our fathers, not in the
must be taken in ‘a spiritual
them. But in a eold, dead time, ‘when misypderstanding inregard to the exact
suggests his consciousness of his heavenTheir
jes but in the wilderness.
Pente‘or.
as
coming,
spiritaal
a
to
refer
‘there
is no special interest, great skill is route of the stage necessitated a walk >of |
The
danger
of
tha,
Christian
churches
not
oigh
n.
‘meeting-houses are among the pine trees
ly mature and of his incarnate conditio
cost ; or else verse 28 denotes a coming from skeptics outside its pale, but from
needed
in dénversing with the impeni- five miles over a poor road. Arriving at
L
that
believe
people
of North Carolina. The growth of our
‘fle meant, “do the
tent,
lest
you ‘harden their hearts, and the place at a late hour the stranger procoms
The
there.
named
one
the
esides
A
weakness
inside,
a
lack
‘of.
deep-seated
©
denomination in Carolina, since the war,
* vam the Christ? What is thelr viewof me"
drive
them
away from you.
though
kingdom,
his
in
Christ
of
ing
ceeded to awaken some one from sleep,
piety;
godly
lives
and
godly
practices,
«John the Baptist.” - Herod held this
strongly resembles, in’ many particulars,
exsoning
a
in
terminate
may
spiritual,
‘We
should
unité,
great
prudence
and
and by inquiring learned that he ‘was
more
heart
worship
and
less
high
and
risen
Hampshire and
opinion, declaring that John had
our growth in’ New
care with our passibnate ardor “40 - save within a short distance of his friend's
€Charac- dry intellectuality.
ternal and visibly glorious in
from the dead. Matt. 14: 2.
Maine fifty years ago.
.
~
ter.
‘men. When this ardor burns in our house. But to his great disappointméiit
Having had fifteen years’ experience in.|.
This view arose
11 tells our young wen,
« Elias.” Elijah.
- Brother Mo
hearts to lead sinners to Christ, we must
bis friend and family were away from:
large
centers
of
Great
Britain,
and
having
that if the Lord calls them to preach, he
from a prophecy of Malachi. (4: Se)
THE BEST-MORALITY.
home. There was no time for delay, for
attended almost every variety of atheistic will call somebody to hear them, The .use.pradence in persuading ‘them. When
- The, Seribes, discussing about Jesus, said
We know an intelligent ‘gentleman discussion, and carefully watched the difthe
night was cold and the way was (diffiI
first
commenced
laboring
in
revivils
of.
‘he could not be the Christ, for * Elijah | who’ professes no belief in the Bible.~ On
country people have usually heard us
cult
to follow and the moon was, fast
religion,
a
very
good
minister
hearing
of
ferent
ways
of
meeting
the
assaults
of
the
* must first come.” . Mark 9: 11, 12, 13.
Let us preach to those who
the contrary, he claimsto hold that there . enemies of Christianity, I have coffie to gladly.
sinking
behind the western meuntains.
the
blessed
work,
a
man
much
older
than
« Jeremias, or one of the prophets.”
might be a better book of moral instrue- ‘the conclusion'the best way for me to act wait to- hear. . If we ean ‘not build many myself, came to assist me. In many In haste the clerical stranger. made his
* Jeremias is the Greek for Jeremiah.
tion. . He ardently professes to believe as a Christian jinister- is to affirm in'loye churches in the cities, we can build them things he was a most excellent minister. way to the nearest dwelling, hoping and
¢ views were held by those who did
that the Christian’ church is decidedly and persistency the positive side of Chris- “where the cities are going to be.
Years ago having faithfully served the expecting to find shelter and rest; but to
‘not know how to account for ‘the charac-If the Lord has called us® for another
mistaken in many of its views. Yet this tianity and asa rule to let the negations
Lord,
and the several churches of which his surprise it was with the greatest effort
. ter of Jesus while they refused to believe
‘same gentleman, desiring to advance the of atheism alone; to permit science to do century to preach Christ in ‘the wilder- he was pastor, he passed on to his that he was able to rouse the inmates, and
that he was the Messiah.
moral interests of a neglected city popu- her own work and me to-attend toa ness, and baptize |in the open Jordan, let “heavenly reward. One afternoon as we having told his story”, in plaintive
“Whom say ye that 1am?”
A quesis. not neglect the heavenly call... Some
lation, organized a ‘Sabbath-school, and realm over and beyond that of science.
were making calls, we entered a _houge tones, was refused admittance. He hast' tion that tested them,. as it does every
of the older denominations have unques- | with too much haste; when he. abruptly ened to the next house, but- was only re- put it under the conduct of a Christian.
To
create
religious
influences
and
life
one to whom it is now put. Whom say
tionably neglected the country.
He explained hig'course by saying it was
Hsked the man of the house if he wanted pelled; and so on tothe next, and the
- we that he is? Whom by our. confession? the best he could do. Thus, both in prac- is the end and aim of God’s truth. The’
It is not so important that we be a
purpose
of
Christiai™~teaching
is
to
religion. The man replied by inquiring if next, but ‘a like result awaited him.
‘Whom by our lives?
tice and profession, he admits that for- produce a Christian life. The glory great péople, as that we. do the specific he had any to spare. If the good hyoth- Meanwhile the frosty winter night wis
“The ‘Christ, the Son of the living
actual results in living ‘and morals, the of the Christian church is centered in and work God assigned to us:
er had with prudence injuired if he was making its impression, for the weary
God.” . “The Messiah of promise, the
ors ———
ll
PR
Christian system is the best practicable. around the founder of Christianity, Jesus.
a pious man, and if he found he was not, walk had caused great perspiration and
anointed = ofie,”
answered Peter.
The
REV. STEPHEN PURINTON.
Such proof of its inherent truth is very Hesays “ And I, if I be lifted up fom the
kindly, yet earnestly,entreated him to be- thore were no extra wrappings for such
Jews expected the Messiah to be the Son
Rew Stephen Purinton died ‘in Litch- come & Christian, he might have *had a an emergency. Calling at last at a house
encouraging. Infidelity has long been ‘earth, will draw all men unto me.’
‘of God. Peter saw that, ‘Jesus was the
field,
Me., Dec, 26, 1879, aged 82 years. very salutary influence over him. But under the shudow of a church, he was alon trial. Its advocates have been active
In Great Britain the body of the fol"Christ, sent of God and anointed of
and strenuous for generatiofs, and.if an, lowers,of atheistic Brad laugh, Holyoke He was born in Bowdoin, Jan. 22, 1798. be lost all influence over him and his lowed to enter and warm himself and fiGod. He had not, however, yet learned
intelligent unbeliever, after all this time & Co., are those called working men, He experienced religion and united with family. God: might have sealed
the nally directed to a place where he might
that Jesus was God incarnate, else his
and effort, falls back upon Christianity as principally of the artisan class, men who the first F. B. church in Bowdoin, “at the whole family heirs of bliss.
be kept during the remaining part of the
- denial of Christ never could have been
« the best thing he can do” for good possess strong wills but a small modicum age 0f20 years. He was niarried at, the : In our passion for souls, we should use night. He went to the
as directed,
made.
4
cared °
morals, it seems tous he had. better aban- of broad intelligence. Mer full of * fight” age of 23 years to Mary Snow, of Bruns- much lové aid charity. We should often sind, ' sure enough, was Wp
*¢ Blessed.” Happy Janbinted with the
for by a kind, Christian—gentleman and
don his .whole scheme “of unbelief. If when their pet ideals are assailed, yet wick. He said, **at the age of 25 while study the 15th
dhapter
of
1
Cor:
Awakoil of gladness above others.
’
Christ's religion is 'the-best thing one can underneath all, strong, sympathetic na- teaching school, I heard a voice shyened sinfiers must be treated with affec- lady.
‘¢ Bar-jonu.” Son of Jona.
Had the people in that neighborhood,
do for practical morals, it is probably the tures. When Mr. Moody. visited Great ing, * go preach my gospel.’ ” He was not. | tion. While we should be faithful in ex“¢ Flesh and blood.” That is, men.
very best-also for personal salvation.— ‘Britain he put ‘to flight some of the disobedient to the heav enly vision, and ‘posing their sigs, and then teaching their whose sympathies had gone ta sleep or
-¢¢ Revealed #.” On what principle. did
Teacher's Quarterly.:
=
.
Philistines. How?
By cold reason? By his labors were’ richly blessed. He: was awful nature, we should a¢ the same time. ‘whose fears had unmanned them, known
God reveal this? On this: ¢ he that hath,
S004
4044
——
smiting the idols? No! but by lifting
up the last remaining member of the Bow- speak of God's great love to save sinners. the circumstances—had they stopped to
to him shall be given.” Peter had an
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
' Jesus. By laying hold of their sympa- doin Q. M. at its organization, of .whigch Tell them how he gave his only begotten ‘consider the merits or demerits ‘of the
earnest, honest, docile spirit of devotion
The Sunday-school Companion ‘thus ex- thies,and, aided by earth’s best preacher, he was chosen Clerk, whicfi office he Son to die to redeem them. Point them case—had they known that the stranger
to which God manifested his favor.
faithfully and ably performed.
was actually
=e Pgier.” The Greek is petros, a word presses itself : *“-The teacher who expects the Holy Ghost, he succeeded in instance . He was chosen chaplain of the Maine to the solemn scenes of Gethgemane, Cal- knocking at their ‘doors
hungry
and
weary
and
thinly.
clad{had
after
instance
in
witining
once
atheistic
vary, and Joseph's new tomb. Speak to
‘in ther masculine
gender,
meaning to do most of his work for his class _on
Sunday is not likely to do a gteat deal devotees to the cross of Christ. Mr. militia, which office he filled many years. them of his great heart-love to bring them [ they known that he meant what he said
“rock.” ** Upon this rock.” The Greek for them at any time.”
when he offered to pay them "liberally,
Moody did not falter in his message from Gen. Burgess dates his experience to a up to the glories of an immortal state.
* word here is pefra, a feminine word also
There is a class of about twenty-five God: He made no apologies about’ it. He prayer made by him on the muster field,
and that he had failed to hire a team to
“Oh,
for
such
love
let
rocks
and
hills
~meaning-‘* rock.” Christ ‘does not say,
At the age of 33 years he was ordained
Chinese in Rev. W. A. Bartlett's Sabbath- did not waste time with the negations of
lace earlier and was comTheir lasting silence break!”
reach the
~¢ upon this petros” will I build my school of the Second Presbyterian church,
The council conpelled to walk the distance without. any. .
Secularists and Infidels; but from the by the Bowdoin Q. M,
As
this
subject
is
of
great
importancé,
~~ church.” Hence he does not mean that in Indianapolis. Four of them were adhigh vantage ground of a true and con- sisted of Revs. Silas Curtis,Samuel Hath- I should like to mention. two or three refreshments for eléven hours, that there
he will build-on Peter, but rather on that mitted to the church the last Sabbath in
sistent belief in God, and in his truth, de- orn and George Lamb. His labors were reasons, why all believers: should exer- was no public house for travelers and no
‘
true faith of Peter -for which he was January.
.clared firmly and kindly the « gospel confined mostly to the Bowdoin Quarterly cise Christian zeal. One reason may be, provisit madé for tramps, had * they
blessed.
As a ‘matter of history the
. Some one says:
Meeting. Bro. P. was a faithful, living. because religion is so very valuable. To known that the Stranger was a minister
“ Keep the unity of your church and message.” God honored the message gg
. church was built on this faith.
Christian, sound in doctrine, and a man us, redeemed sinners, it .is worth more of the gospel and a personal friend of
It
may
be
the
body
of
those
in
the
- * My church.” The congregation, or Sunday-school in the bonds of peace and
His thorough
their own beloved pastor, they would
perfectness. If you do not, the Sunday- United States, who lean foward oriem-. of superior judgment.
than everything else in this world.
~ assemblage of ‘believers, in Christ. The schook may sometime become the plague
rendered his |
have opened their doors with unspeakabrace atheistic teaching, ~are not of the knowledge of the Bible.
«
Religion,
what
treasure
untold
Greek word for church means * called of the church, or the church will
@ ithe lass above named, but-my impression is’ preaching plain and instructive, his pray-*
ble kindness and have given him the best "Resides in that heavenly word,
_dry-rot of the school.”
together.”
i
More precious than silver or gold,
and the downiast bed. But all this
room
they are; if the columns of the Index are “ers and counsels will long be Temembered
|“ Gales of hell.” “For hell read Hades,
It may be fairly questioned. whether to be relied upon, and doubtless they are, by all his friends.
“Or all that this" earth cati afford.”
hidden from them until he had de- °
was
or under-world, the realm of the dead. the thin fiction and thinner religious
He manfully toiled to win souls for
i For what shall if’ profit a man,” says parted ou} of their coasts:
++ in this particular. Now, if it be the same’
~ The meaning is, no force shall destroy, coating of a large-class of ‘* story books” |
d.. ibe our Saviour, ‘if
bred
he shall gain the whole
class, with similar surroundings, why the Master, cheerfully
Because tramps are not feiraie visor bring down to Hades, my church. have not now served their day; and
Or itors, we shall bardly be justified in closcan not the same treatment be applied? storms of opposition, never deserting hi§ ‘world, and lose his own soul?
This distinct prophecy shows the super- should not be allowed to retire tito that
I have long been satisfied that the root post. His wife died Jan. 9, 1835, leaving what shall a man give in. exchange for ing our ears, our reasen and our doors
obscurity from which they came. Not
natural foresight of Christ,
Questions which carry on the against the honest stranger, traveler or
of
skepticism and atheism is found in in- him with three children, one of whom his soul
« Keys of the kingdom. n Ellicott says becanse they are fiction merely, can they
be.asked to retire; but because they are tellectual pride in- one clags,and hatred of was the late Rev. William Purinton. He ‘very face of them their own answers. tramp—at least not without some conclu' that when the scribes were admitted to without invention, often without: literary
moral restraintsin the other. If that be was afterwards married to Susan Green, |‘ What good could the world de a lost sin- sive evidence of justification for so doing.
© their office they received, as its symbol, merit, and frequently without any . purof Lisbon, by whom he had four children. ner, if he owned it all? Could it raise He who thinks he has done a smart and
80, then the right method to overthrow
~ “the key of knowledge (Luke 11: 52). pose higher than that of amusing the udmasked infidelity,an
He was a constant attendant on the means bin up out of" perdition, and place him wise thing by tir
iled
skepticism,
the stranger from
which was to admit them to the treasure; - reader for an hour.—8. 8. World.
is to apply simple gospel truth. In all of grace, after infirmities forbade him to ‘among the glorified ones in the paradise’ his door even i
may be glory
* chambers of the house of the interpreter. - The Lord Mayor of London, in re- this be it understood that not one word of fill his position” in the capaeity of a of God? Could it even atone for a single |
ing
in
his
fhame,
1
‘
y
.
For this work, Christ: had been training sponse to a ‘request “from the various disregard is meant against the best and preacher. His voice'was always heard in sin? No, ‘nothing but the blood of Christ
committees,
has
consented
to
preside
at
his disciples, and now the key was given
highest culture in the pulpit being exer-| the prayer and conference meetings. It can ransom the soul.
The violation of any established ov or
~
to him (Peter) as the token of his ad- the inaugural conference :to be. held in cised ; that the latest proofs to sustain was tre of him as said of ~ome, *¢ At.
Tt {s sometimes said in our social meet- custom affixes its own peculiar penalty.
~~. mission to that office, . It made him not Somueetios with the Sunday-school Cen- the Christian verities drawn from every: evening time it shall be light
ings: by devoted and heavenly-minded A broken rule of etiquette meets disdain
ng the proffer of the available source. are not to be used. All
@ priest, but aSJyedcher “and interpret: tenary
His last hours were peacefal and his | saints that théy would not give up their
v
! ih
from the polite. Grammatical errors are
ehais,inert yor offered the N86 of
this is proper, -and at times called for, death triumphant. He leaves a wife and | hopes of heaven for ten thousand worlds | subject to the contempt of the learned.
Gil
the
inaugural meeti

sR
!
ivglomof heaven. » Not ho chireh, should it be desired. Queen Victoria, wo
the kingdom of spiritual allegiance, ‘will be remembered, has already . conGod: The gospel - is the “ key” to. Bented to act as Patron of the; ; Centenary
a;
i
‘celebration,

Ae

and such a nuisance, that some ‘of the
State governments have been. compelled to enact laws to prevent the alarming in.:
crease. These laws, it’is hoped, will lessen the yearly accessions, intimidate the
newly initiated and. perhaps somewhat

a

| education, Tearning, science, it may be-|
named educational or, scientific zeal. If
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If for

——]
them?
“| it-is-a passionate ardor for the salvation
cepted by every yr. in Christian beIf our ministers find iin the cities fields
of men, a passion for souls, it is Christian’
fief
that they ought to: cultivate, let them zeal, a topic on which 1 desirato make a’
“The ¢ live questions” your cotrespondplow-or reap, as the season may demand, few suggestions.
ent enunciates, in hie last article, are thebut are we not in danger as a denomina“We should blend wisdoin and skill
axioms of Christian belief; and because
tion of. committing the same error that], ith oyr ardor for the salvation of men.
some few skeptics are ignerant enough
the great mags of the people are come should understand human nature.
and foolish enough to doubt them, are mitting?
Lo
11 men can not be approached -alike on
Christian believers to: be alarmed at their
During the past five years a million \
the welfare of their souls, their eternal
folly ? Is the Christian church to rehearse
people have been starving in the cities, welfare. And the same persons, with
ina special manner every - funda mental who might have had enough :and to spare
verity of the ‘church for their benefit ? in the country. For every vacancy in a different states of mind ard on different
Granted, that there are sképtics in embryo, city pulpit there are plenty of applicants, occasions can not be urged with passionand in full development, in and around, while numbers of country meeting-houses ate arder with the some hope of success.
For they donot always. possess the
the church. - From the days of the Mast future
are vacant. If we are tg judge the
ter, has it not been so? * True, in the by the past, the men who are to be tie same state of mind. Different language’
history of the church, some
periods leaders in business and in the Govern- with the same iptent and purpose should
Different ‘tones of voice
are more marked than others by un- ment thirty years hence, are growing ‘up be. employed.
with
the
same
passion
for souls should
belief, and skepticism.
Further, have | now, not in the ¢ities but in the sountry
be used; for in the time of refreshing
not the arguments, so called, of skep- and small towns.
from the presence of the Lord; sinners

“Reward every man.” Recompense.
“According to his works.” A just
rule, but by it, what shall we receive?

in him and to make an occasion to give
* -them other instruction, “Christ asked them
this.
.
* That I, the son of man, am. 7

than “ soul,” could be the meaning.
'¢ In exchange forkhis soul.” Or, * for
his life.” The previous verse shows that
the disciple who lays down his life saves
his life, himself, his eternal life.

to strengthen ‘their faith

their own views,

is renrather

«goul” that, in the former verse,
dered ¢ life”! *¢ Life” here; then,

Bh

Pet

question no worldly man dares consider.
Notes and Hints.
of
Cexsarea was a Here is shown most plainly the folly
| * Caesarea Philippi.”
,Thesoul.”
own
his
lose
And
J
sin.
‘mame given to two towns in Palestine in
Emperor. same =~ Greek word is here rendered
"honor of Camsar, the Roman

:

At death, arise to worlds upknewn,”

el a

s For what ¥3 a maw profited.”"This

——

A Christian life they would adorn,

aia

bank-

'
sake.” “He will

"Obtain his saving grace,

“Christ's robe of righteousness;

Ral

Matt. 16: 13-28.

rupt of soul.
«« Lose his life for my
gain life eternal.

specialties of old truth confirmed and ac-

a passionate ardor for the world.

- ¥

eh

up

‘Christian religion? —or-of ever making

any kind, -Worldly pleasures and delights, it may be termed worldly zeal,

Sinners wduld ory for peace,
Their sins to Christ confess,

Bs (xwouldA ire the ‘hands of an angel. : tha Fad
Ans
; to write dud afl the pardons that God hes ?”
| bestows pon tess pet bolero in the greata
Bales.
to

the
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will not

of the so called «Jive issues ™ of to-day, is our work where the openings are.. I
theré not another view of the duty of the know very well that a few wealthy
church, than that of squarely combating churches in Boston, New York, Philadelthe pretenses of the avowed enemies of the

%

©

That is; oné who'|

get the good of life. He will die

w

amare

favor.

meant the loss of all earthly

« Will save his life.”

Will come

me. n—Mait. 16: 24.

his cross anion

is already

a

®,

man

any

Christ

follow.

To

is supremely intent on this, life

after me, let him deny himself and take

in many of these the ground

3

a Tl

thén

of Christ,

crucifixion

‘t had new meaning.

EeI, rtrL

“If

after “the

“which,

13-28.

TEXT:

metaphor

all things. “¢« His cross.” A

33=04.

Cross-bearing. Phil. 3: 1-21.
The eunuch’s ¢onfession. Acts 8: 26—40.
Cross-bearing. 1 Pet. 4: 1-19...
Confession and cross: -bearing. * Matt. 16:

. GOLDEN

has from one standpoint, and in ‘one view,

suit of any object, purpose, or design.
It willbe seen, therefore, that ‘there may
be several kinds of zeals If it is for

cities. : Perhaps’

nt

souls lo Christ,

Sm1

IE

Your corsaspondet (Rev. F. x Chase).

; ing in many of the older

3

a

Confession.

«t Art of the spirif

*‘ Savorest.”

of men” is meant. ‘Literally, ¢ thinkest
| not the things,” &c.
Submit his will in
«« Deny himself.”

READINGS.
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He

Then should we lead more
defined to be passionate ardor in the pur- | The
glory of his sacritice.
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city.
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John’s confession. “John 1:15—28.
Cross-bearing. 2 Cog. 11: 18—33,
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withthe sentiment that

occupied.. But I-am-sure thereis plenty
J was\s tempting Christ just as Satan did in discussed the above named subject. With- of ‘room for us ‘to work. _ Let us not be fame, honor, or renown,'it may not im| the. garden. .-* Offence.” A stumbling- out calling iin question the view he takes, ‘too anxious about the place. Let us do properly be called ambitious zeal. If
for money, wealth, worldly treasures of
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For I never could consent that the

them.

mémniories

of my

lake

Yee

=
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an¥things else but * The Smile of the |

»'

'| Great Spirit.”

A residencqof sixteen years ‘near one

2-6
+o

a

c

Yo
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Hampshire

to

lake, a summer Was scarce a summer

1am sure, too, that many students of a

2

So-

far

certain institution ‘of learning, not

away from the locality, will recall memorable and unearthly gettings-up &a

morning, in-order to reach that untimely
boat, which connected rural and benight-

ed villages with civilization and the railroad track. Those jolting rides over hill and

erything, the good with the bad;

sundry, nondescript vehicles as a retired

village could afford, formed,

but an atom of this old

doubtless, a

. ~ a part of the discipline which the getting
of much wisdom is supposed to inflict up-

remains,

Those who come after us

thing.

But all this asjde. It was years ago
that I, a dweller in New Hampshire, used
my little summer trips to its -fairto take

bling over our

heads.’

‘The

Hither
every-

the great unknown world of wealth and
fashion it opened up to the bashful rus-

turies of combat, man

piazza at Centér Harbor and witness the

big ** Saratogas,” which, recklessly tossed

In Asia and Africa alone,

i

“twenty men wanted,” ‘thirty men -wanted,”—¢men for missionary fields,”—from
the falling and the toiling abroad,and from
, prayér-meetconventions, committeesand
ings &t home, join with the sad and ceaseless plea of heathen need, until the heavens seem to echo again and again—it is
the voice of the Lord,—*‘Go ye and teach
all nations.” . . . If the church would fi‘while
systems
pagan
nally shatter

and, standingon the little wharf, watched

of that

white
of gilt,

-floated in the breeze from the prow of her
namesake, and in spite of the years, the
memories of the beautiful lake ‘haunt
me still.” Again, seated upon the deck
“of the *‘Chocorua,” I glide ‘oyer its
twenty-five miles of glossy surface, watch
approach,
the shores as they seemingly
moun.’
e
i
t
‘gpon
gaze
recede,
and
curve
tains as they come and go, pass islands
passengers, as well 4s those numerous
courtesies of travel so common to all sum-.

Again I lean over the rail-

mer resorts.

listless,

with

at the stern and follow

ing

gaze the serpentine track of the essel uf
it winds far back out of sight

which

islands

365

ameng

dot the fake,—afid

wonder if there is a * providence” in it,
that this lake as well as Lake George and

PP

As of yore I turn my eager eyes to cateh

a glimpse of some fall mountain summit,
now there,

- claimed, ** There is Chocorua ! Red Hill!

summits afford you superb views of the

February d istributed 6,237 Bibles or “Tes-

The New

For their

taments among

other sheets

“ of waterin New Hampshire and Maine,
. ‘Mt. Washington, Isle of Shoals and ves&
' sels far out on the broad, deep sea.

;

Sitting here at my table, yet ‘‘sailidg

the lake over,” nothing gives me

greater

pleasure than to return a vote of thanks

to the early settlers of the Granite State,
ho because instead of spoiling this charming
lake

by

‘some dreadful, common-place

appellation, they just let it alone.

And

_ 80, 'Winnipesaukee it is, thanks to the
Aborigines! = ‘Who shall say that the
savage who wandered through these
hunting-grounds,

or skimmed

over this

placid lake in his litile birch canoe, was
insensible to the charms of nature, when
as he gazed,

“pesaukee”

he cried, ** This is Winni-

(The Smile of the Great

any
ne

the running

of cars on

“may be nothingin a name after all, but
for wresting

+ Round Pond,* in Haverhill, Mass.,from
aboriginal

an

hands,

and returning it to its

= christening, '. as

Kenosn

Lake.” «I only wish he would do the same

for + Plug Pond," (think of it?) a neigh-

bit of water. If there
oring, charming
is nothing else ‘that can save our pictur-

‘esque gems of nature from such common
place, und sometimes vulgar, names,

let

us by allmeans tuth:to the:vocabulary of

the savage poet, and : humbly rechristen
ti
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the

The Ye

erection -of a

to our deceased senior mis-

which detract from their usefulness in the sionary. ‘We lope ‘the time is not far
world ; but does it often really come home away when the graves of all out missionto us" that we ourselves havé prejudices aries, and. especially of those who fell in

which" are-alike baneful to our charac- the field and are buried where they toil-

Dr.

Bowdiich and

Mr.

Weiss were instances, but will it be

John

over, and then the ‘paper Js tossed wide hae
said patiently. Alas! if that be so. .

that everybody must abstain. from coffee

for the sake ‘of Dr.

Bowditch

Some philosopher has discovered that wom.

and Mr. en more frequently commit suicide from dis.

Weiss?” To what extremes of folly people will goin attempting to support a
theory. A candid man would as soon
base an argument against the use of tobacco on the fact that chewing’ licorice. is
likely to soil the chin, as to argue in favor

appointment in love, and men. from loss of
money, than from ‘any other cause, which

an average every twenty years, and
constant source of revenue.

be prayid

= 1

might indicate that their sex is sentimental, :
and tha ours is mercenary.

‘ed, will be marked by some suitable and
"Mr. Gladstone said sometime ado that. Lous
What is more
' should
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters, Bociations can do; it means more than the people, and rating, them according as permanent. memorial.
don newspapers wholly failed to. dnderstand. = |
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be “acknowledged evangelists can do; it they are naturally or affectedly supple to worthy of stich commemoration than the
the feeling or represent the opinion “of the
means pre-eminently church work for the our hobbies. We are ‘blind to. the af- example of those who have not only obey-: of alcholic license from the fact that Dr. country. ‘The recent triumph of the. Liberals,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
fectation of those who will with apparent ed so literally God's command, but. have Bowditch and John Weiss could n't drink which Mr. Gladstone foretold ‘while the Lon.
:
:
common people. ;
4-0
| sincerity use the words which we wor- L shown such love for darkened souls as to coffee. Dr.Baftol also explained that St. don papers ridiculed him, goes te prove bis
GOSPEL LABORS IN PARIS.
ship, the methods of work which we be- give their own lives in the effort to el- Paul, in spite of his precept about eating assertion.
A picturesque as well as’ a significant
THE CHANNING OENTENNIAL.
Tt seems quite clear to the" Independent, in
*
lieve im, the path to heaven Which we lighten them?
description of the social condition ™of the:
meat, used to eat it on the sly—that is,
, The life and character, as well as the
to it
The late Jeremiah Phillips was ‘among ** elsewhere, in other company; ‘anid when view of facts and information coming
* city of Paris is given by the Kev. A. J.
deam
to
be
the
only
way.
“from every section of the country, that * there
influence, of William Ellery Channing |
“the
pioneers
of
the
Freewill
Baptist
for|
“There is a harmless side to these preju- H |
_ Lyman in the cdélumns of the: Christian have been brought more: ‘prominently into
ppd
not at Home.” “That is, you may drink to can not-be a full and hearty vote of the Repubeign missionaries. The obstacles to be your heart's eontent ** elsewhere, in other lican party for either General Grant or Seni:
Union :
notice by the centenary of his birth; which dices, and it is: pleasant to ‘think of the
mo election
In order to describe Paris socially we was celebrated in Newport, R. I, last happy intercourse between persons who overcome were then infinitely : greater | company, and-when not at ‘home? It is tor Blaine at the coming fr
Séeking India through: true that many professed temperance peo- —certainly not for the former,
most proba- a
| almost unconsciously deem . themselves ‘than they are
must divide the city by two lateral and
5
two vertical planes. Of the three lateral Wednesday.
especially: blessed in being wise while a slow and il ocean passage,.and | ple do that, but we doubt if they ¢an keep bly not for the latter.”
His life ‘and character and jufience
~~ divisions, the upper third consists of the
Let us be thankful that the Watchman has
others age foolish; in being deep while finding -on arriving-there - the "most un- a clear conscience in doing, it. Dr. B.
aristocratic and. literary classes, the niid- were all marked and positive. When a
“decided
to close the discussion in<its columns
dle third includes the tradesmen, while mere youth he would frequently resent others are shallow; in avoiding the igno- promising circumstances for beginning also favoyed
the introduction of German of the efféctivoness of the liquor-law in Majne.
.reformatory
work,
with
personal
illrance,
the
feivolity
and
the
gue-sideviness
the lower third is made up:majnly of com- and attempt to repress any proposed un‘‘ beer:gardens”—an - eminently - genteel The discussion has advertised the alleged sa- =
so
munistic artisans and laborers.
The ver‘| ness, the loss of the nearest friends, and
of the generality of mankind.
in Portland; Biddeford and other cites,
ant
refining influence in society; to be Joon
fairness.
or
injustice
with
a.
vehemence
tical divisions gike us one-half. of Paris,
the opposition of 1many who ought to have
Oné
is
apt
to
believe
that
his
Tite
Fs
and
so
helped hundreds to find them, if they
sure! Thereisa variety of opinions ‘on
through all its grades, from top'to bottom, that was ‘ almost startling. That trait
"Roman Catholic. Perhaps three-fourths was observedin him through life. In be- been peculiar in afflictions, in disappoint- been friendly to the undertaking—all | the temperance question, and good tem- | exist,~provided such anumber of that class
of the remaining half are atheistic. - Only half of peace, education, temperance .and ments, and that the consequent peculiar these things ust have severely tested the perar.ce men differ as to ways and means. of people read its columns.“
It is reported that an influential * viceroy for
discipline gives him a pre-eminence in hu- | ‘faith
agd endurance of the persons who But as for Dr. Bartol’s sermon we venture
one-eighth of Paris remains, a column
freedom he was active and outspoken,
the. Chinese empire recently told an American
running through all planes of society,
man living,-makes of him something aside experienced them.
to say that you may find it read and apwhich ‘may be looked to in the interest of .and made himself known and respecte from and superior to ordinary mortals.
Butthrough the severest hardships Bro. proved in three-quarters of the liquor-sa- | gentleman that what the United States did
, Protestant religion and morality: The by the ability and tandor with which he
was a matier of supreme indifference to him
wpuld acknowl- Phillips was steadfast, thus showing that
communistic third of the city has been for. championed those causes. He led off in Not that for a moment he
loons in New Eogland during the next up to the point of their saying: * The Chinese
but the want
is love for the heathen’ was more than a
ages, as everybody knows, the lighted establishing peace-societies, ‘although he edge this want of humili§§f
ten days, se far as their inmates are able must go,” In this case he declared he would
shell in Europe. Ever since 1466, when
is there just the ‘same, whether he ac- ik
passing enthusiasm. ~ It is an inimmediately turn all the Amérieans, including
never
fully
accepted
the
doctrine
of
non.malefactors and vagabonds from all counknowledges it or not, whether.-he ‘himself /Spiration, to think of him toiling there in to read, and that it will be distributed as ministers and missionaries, out of China. °
a tract by the} N ational Brewers’ Associa- |
tries were publicly invited -to come to resistance, and was an early abolitionist, recognizes it or not.
ELITR 2
the jungles, while famine, cholera and de~y,:
The supreme court of . Illinois has affirmed
Paris ang recruit a population decimated although. his first efforts in this direction
the decision of the court below, which susFrom this conscious or unconscious su- grading superstitions
‘were sweeping
by the plague, this under third of the were aimed chiefly at arousing the moral
; :
tained the directors of a publie school mi Forrest
periority" of character—a ° superiority ‘away the natives by thousands, until at — THE taxation
French capital has been what Victor Hugo
of
church-pro
perty
is
a
feelings
against
the
injustice,
not
admittownship who expelled a pupil for refusing to
callsiit; a * smoking volcano"
—a mass
which is the result of social advantages, length he saw churches growing up about mooted question
in France as well as in conform to a rule requiring all pupils to reof 200,000 owvrieres, educated by cen- ting, until the lapse of several years, the. or, what is‘ deemed finer, the discipline of
So
him, and the redeemed ‘ascribing their this country.
A distinguished
French | frain from all other studies while the Bible
turies of riot, despising the church, dis- need of political action. He was actively
trusting the government, welded into a engaged in all social reforms, and was trial—on this vantage ground prejudices salvation to the only Saviour.
Statesman, M. Brisson, has proposed that "was read at the opening services. The boy
take deep root.
Sueh a Jife commemorates itself, but jt all the religious, associations in France obeyed his father, who isa Roman Catholic.
political and social unit, acute, daring;
desperaté, a force of ruin, . like the red an earnest advocate of the elevation ofthe
Deep-rooted prejudices are something is both natural und
It is stated that Rev. R. R. Meredith's Bible
fitting that the public
horse of the Apocalypse, both - the dred laboring classes; in whose behalf he gave more than the objects of a harniless delu- appreciationof it should be expressed in should be made amenable to the common class in the Somerset St. church, Boston, has
law
in
the
matter
of
taxation.
He
directs
| a-series of popular lectures in 1840. Reand the despair of Christendom. grown so large that the committee has decided
sion. They cumber the ground where some such tangible form as is here propos- | special attention to the real property
be- to reserve all the seats in the galleries for basi.
Ni ine years ago 5, just after the guppres- form in prison discipline, missionary charity should be perniitted to spring up ed. Now that the subject is presented to
longing to departments, to congregations, | ness men who are unable to be ‘there till three
sion of the Commune, there entered into work, Bible distribution and whatever in green leaves, in lovely bloom and bear them, we can hardly deubt that not only
as many as 1,200 persons are
and
other eorporate bodies. These lands o'clock. Often
this inflammable quarter of Paris, a High. promised to benefit mankind received his the heavenly fruits of content and help- the personal friends of Bro. Phillips, but
present. The class meets ona week day,
and
buildings
never
pass
from
one
hand
" land Scotchthan, Rev. R. W. MoAlLL attention and help.
fulness. all the friends of the great work to which to another, and are seldom, if ever, sold; our impression is that it is on Tuesday sfterWhile he aspired after moral greatness
_ This clergyman was at the time the pastor
Charity tells us that all unknown to us, he gave
his life, will husten to assist in the consequence is ‘that they pay no mu. noon,—and is exceedingly interested fn the
study of the Word.
of a Congregatienal church ini Lancashire, he was so far from being a dreaming others have ° “undergone equally trying erecting a thonument to his: memory.
| tation or legacy duty. Their proprietors
That is a good suggestion made by a corres- ;
- but spending a few days in Paris, saw a idealist that.it. would be difficult to find a ‘misfortunes and afflictions; others have
never die. With private property the pondent of the Congregationalist that * all
need, resigned his pastorate and began person more faithfully “devoted to the reaped equally valuable lessons of disci|: QURRENT TOPIOS.
case is different, for it changes hands on churches and individual Christians ought to
practical welfare of his race.
While he

A

work in earnest.

Mr. McAll’s name

has

. ever and anon appeared in our columns, was pastor of the old. Federal St. church
_ and we hope to have the privilege of re- in Boston; it is'said that his whole spirit* cording the progress of the good work “ial energies were concentrated in his
“under his management from time to time work, that his sermons were so exhaust| ing that he was often prostrated at their
in the future.
Ten thousand workingmen are powslt close, and that he was equally interested
ported as in attendance every week at in attending the prayer-iéetings- and
twenty-three missionary stations where the Sunday-schools of his parish, and in min“gospel isi preached. These workingmen, istering to the sick and mourning wherwho make up the body of the Paris Com- | ever he found them, To him is due in
munists, Were averse to atijthing and" great niéasure the custom of pulpit-exeverything that was known to themunder changes, for he and a colleague became
+ the name of religion. They hated priests by this means so widely known _throughand desired to have nothing to do with’ out New England that they wer said to

the church.

When Mr. McAll first “went

into the streets

and

tracts, a crowd

began to distribute

of people, very like a

mob, surroinded him, and the commotion

was threatening, even reaching talk of
assassination.

Suddenly, a young work-

ingman, ‘forcing

his way

crowd, demanded of Mr.

through . the

McAll: . *“ Are

have introduced a new era in preaching.

It is doubtless in his- religious life that
he has become gud will remain the best
known. He was so intimately associated
with Dr. Samuel Hopkins, the disciple of
Jonathan Edwards,

and

esteemed

them

both so highly, that jit was- supposed,
when he applied for license to preach in

ter?

pline;

We

are’ constantly

prejudging

others, whom -we can not under-

stand and whose lives and actions we’
may deem frivolous
and unwise, may yet
in their ‘own way be nearer to the kingdom than we ourselves.
Thus we find a very old remedy for a

very old defect in human nature. Charity can overcome prejudices; charity can
show us how to appreciate what we can
not understand; charity is communion
with that Source whencewe are enabléd
to love our neighbor as ourselves. .

whe AN
sign of the incoming era
when the spirit of the gospel shall more
fully enter inte the management of

churches is seen in the instance of the
opening of a free church in New York
city on Sunday week.

A

president of a

National Bahk in that city has purchased

for-$70,000 from the City Mission and

lent things on the nature and

relations of

the different branches of our benévolént
work. Here is
ly be pondered
All the Home
and its peculiar
growth at thisj

an extract that may safeover :
Mission Society’ s claims
relation to denominational

contributed for benevolent work, goes to
one object, it is absolutely impossiblé for
them to conduct any pertinent discussion

lem will henceforth be allowed to becotne
‘a Christian titider penalty of death; that

no one will be allowed 1g teach doctrines

in the Tribune, that he had a simplestory | evidently disapproved of Great Britain's
interposition to save Moslemism, for they
to tell, but a grand one, of a man of God

be

pleased to deliver

have just overthrown
which directed it.

the

Government

in Europe is said tobe

that of AbJand-

There remains no longer any doubt in Michijous institutions.

he Supreme Court

State has decided pimps

‘that

of the

the laws

which declare all Sundiy contracts void except those for worka of charity and necessity,
do not apply to a subscription made on Sunday

in aid of the purchase of a church.
It holds
‘that the support
of public worship is a work
of charity, and that promises made in ‘support
of it can be enforced in'courts of law.

The authorship of the hymn * What a friend
we. havein Jesus,” is under discussion in
Methodist newspapers, The Church Hymnal
Dr. Horstius Bonar, of Scotland,

having written it, but br.

Bonar

it'is his and

he

further

s

with

denies that

did write it. It is said that the hymn fon appeared in a collection called ““ The Gem,” but

chenen, in Swilzerland—a_ remote mount- a copy of that publication it is difficult to. get;
ain valley 4,000 feet above the seh level. and a public request has been made that any
A more primitive one could not exist.’ ‘one -possessing it, willconfer a favor by send-

single hotel; they
a ss
They do not posse
have no physician in the entire village,
and have not had a death for many years;
mails are delivered only once a week;
neither a shopkeeper, baker, wheel Wright,
nor blacksmith dwellsamong them; nor do
they possess a notary, a lawyer or a policeman. Once a fortnight a pedler goes:
about the commune, ‘and supplies the
housewiyes with the articles they need

le gospel songs, allernating

with

from the Bible and brief addres-

_ So;leaving out his

which was ll

characteristics

by Drs.

asa

Swing,

the’ purpose of raising
church-extension,

we

$100,000

must

say,

at the

f

«1 | the proceedings,
es.
b

d the questions

to he

case. of an emergency.

York.

We are glad the €hvdstian Leader has said
it. We

hope every minister, “and

ter’s friends, will read it. Here

every minisiy fs1=* Itis a

very pleasant thing for a parish to surprise its
pastor and to leave behind testimonials of re-

gard.” And it is also pleasant to note the news
in the church journals.

But .it is* very

taste to spread out a bill of items.

bad

Itis well

} acknowledge and record a present of a seryice of ‘silver. But when the enumeration gets
food is furnished by the flocks the - people to ladles, fork¥ and tooth-picks, what in: the
keep ; and there being very, littl mead of | generiit'is pleat, becomes father revolting.

ready money no bank exists.’ The church Average good taste, if appealed to, will indiisatiny one, and has a_gfigle bélLH cate the line of demarcation. Te assure your
Jf your love and esteem is a kindness.
When a girl baby is born the bell is rung ministéF
To compremise- his dignity—to-tempt him to

boriche

yg lage nd

Dewwiational Bets,

at Cana | 4
the lucky numbers in a lottery, and beat the question, Shall the proposed monuwas intoxieating, and that “he who can
ment be erected? Every- contribution,
bing because he refused to do so.’
not resist the craving for drink which parhowever
small, will help give'an affirma—
¥
om
‘ticipation in the "service of ‘communion
| tive answer. * But for the sake of definite‘might cause.is not fit to participate in it, |
0
ar
ness we | make and urge se following re-

and should’ refrain.” On Dr. Bartol’s | The flower missions are being i
theory that temperance means ** self-con- the'eities. There is no more graceful or

trol; continence, inward. strength,” that
might be true, but even then it wodld im-

ply that only morally and physically per- |
fect men and women aré entitled to

the

We can not af- communion, which is’ denied by Dr. B'%

will doubtless have 8 direct ford to materially interfere with that plan
ORE work as a’ Christian| ‘before it has ‘been: fairly tested. We are
he attendance is likely to be | mot ‘sure, however, that’ pur correspondprofitable results may be look: | ent contemplated any such’ interference, |
may except on the ground ‘that the emer-

humahitarianism itself, and most of all by
the teaching: ‘of Christ.

To

be

fol charity than this,

“The Golden Rule reminds us. that

in uedtss fe
bow, a
« That

every inister’ in the deniommation make a personal; eoutribition to
there
‘and this'object,

may be“ honesty,’ straightforwardness
generosity Where there is ne piety, Religion| “9... That every chroh take w eolledion
for shis; purpose. A
is'wword that has an Infinitely large? bt
dng,”

‘8. That every: Sunday-sohool contrib

!

. Mainehns a dod PIE Silsslonary rend.
sure, the| It is stated that no less than Sixijssight; fais

total-abstinence theory may be carried too

slonaries have gone Yeom: that -State,

far, if itis based Simply on the ground of foreign field, nearly one<third of whom ho
influencing

other people.

“There

are | still in active. service, -shi bi

ute something<to this object, . 4. hat ‘every person, disposed to
honor the memory of our heroic ‘mission:

ary, send S0mé angel

prook of

that

fact.

gency, already provided for, had actually some,” said Dr. Bartol,tt whose nervous| A correspondent Who oesn’t “beltove: which | We would urge. upon the pastors. and

Fn. Lt it’ willbe ta to wap, organization will not permit ofthe use of en ‘ey

coffee; they, must toially abstain from it.

£500

_

ing the book to John E. Stevens, of the Metho-

dist Book Concern, New

for He believes that the wine used

r McAll says: lo every serv- Lorimer: ‘and others. Mr. Channing's life
every uiion, the Bible is read first left a strong impress on the age, Which is risk of being called conservative, that
such a plan, if it were practicable; would.
without excepbe out of ‘harmony with = the plan to
‘of the mission, not soon to fade away.
bo
ct
ith the direct aim of
bo G50, AE
ls
| which we have all, solemnly agréed for
ed . God's ‘Word, and |
our benevolent work, namely,
co
New Eng: | ! conducting
the
of
session
next
Tus
thealoning Saviour,
£
directly be‘that
so
far
as the departments of Home:
land
Association,
to
be
held
next
week
in
wotlld seem that
ua air ofo the heart and life, P
Jpromises- to be an interesting '| and Foreign work are concerned, the FiSecretary should both present and
J new to the peo- | ocepsian. ‘The papers thal are announced
| ‘nancial
1
pro- | in the programme will give character fo urge the claims of each equally, unless in

wok
1B a

gan of the validity of Sunday promises to give
money for the aid of churches and other relig-

credits

——THE sm

°

fail to attend the caucusses and help to put the
bést men in nomination.

They already loud and long; when the baby is a boy it compromise it—isa cruelty.”
7
have
a
clear
majority
of
ninety-seven
in the is sounded only once. They evidently
ymunists regarded every form or organization in churth or state; but here they theologian, it may be safely said "that ‘he of the issues thus presented, without com- new Parliament; and will be able. to dic’ believe more in girl babies than most
oe. s.
primitive people a
id
rd
say is ‘ no church, no priest; no payment is entitled to a high place as a social “and | paring the object and aims of the differ- | te the policy of the government. Mr,| BF
moral
‘reformer,
and’
as
an
eloquent.
demanded.’ ”
ent departments of that” benevolent work. Disraeli isi thus overthrown, and it hardly ——THE New York Trip
7r
reports two i A Monument to Dr. Jeremiah.
J
Phillips.
.+
It is marvelous, the way the bs«bloody champion of the rights and privileges of Furthermor8, this becomes ‘logically un- ‘seems probable that Mr. Gladstone can or thige stories of remarkable superstithe
poor
and
weak
as
against’the
rich
and
hiss
being
appointed.
Prime
Minister
in
avoidable when’ one takes the position,
qua” of Paris has been quieted. ** The
‘Shall there be “sucha monument?
tion from Italy. .One is- that in Venice
gospel has: come in between Paris and | L strong. The world needs such men;and it as does a contributor to the Missjon de- ‘his place. It has been Disraeli’s foreign not long ago a lottery drawing gave Yige Ser? Free Will - Bappjst, Eds West,
© revolution” is the declaration of Dr. Hora- can no more afford to repress them than it partment in his article on the first page, policy that has been most objectionable to ‘the3opening of coffins in order that’ the North and South, ‘will answer, Yes! The
can afford to repress Christian philantliro- that ‘ these three causes, [Education
the people;
and it was on that. issue
and
tins Bonar.
And yet, the work is comsign of a lucky number might be detected distingitished ' services: of this eminent
1
py
itself.
that
Gladstone
and the Liberals have been
the Home and Foreign Mission causes]
- paratively iin its beginning.
Christian missionary are foo well known
The memorial services in Newport, to are supplementary and interdependent.” able to rally so strong a support. Russia in the: ‘eye or on the lips of the ‘corpse. to'need to be rehearsed in this appeal and
.
We make a flaal extract fromthe iris
Shrouds, dusty and covered with mould,
* tian Union's article as to the manper in which, we. referred above, consisted ;in If that be true, which it doubtless is, may well rejoice over this turn of affairs, -were examined for traces of writing that too highly appreciated to need an arguthe
laying
of
the
corner-stape
of
a
memo=for
she
has
been
kept
in
almost
constant
; which. this feeuline evangelistic effort is.
then the giving to those three causes
ment to prove the fitness of the
memorial.
rial church and three mass meetings, in should also be * supplementary ad ipter- suspense . by later English diplomacy. might lead to the sought-for knowledge, His name has been a householdword in
and new-born infants were clogely inThe Irish Home Rulers will naturally act
:
The mefhiod "of the ineetin 8 Tis very the opera house. * Dr. Bellows" delivered dependent.”
spected for birth-marks that-would reveal our denomination for more than forty
the
memorial
address
in
the
forenoon,
the
simple. Everything that ngs suggest
There has not yet, we believe, Yoon a with the Liberals on mdét questions, but
thie
secret, while it-is said that ladies of years. But he has fallen now, and his
- a church service is avoided. - Even pray- Rev. William H. Channing spoke in the too extensive or a too earnest agitation of it is not-likely that the Liberals will act
body reposesjn *¢ Oak Grove Cemetery,”
ers aré introduced only on “Sundays. Gs afternoon, and in the gvening there was a the subject of Home Missionary needs, with thet in establishing the uicnomy birth and education wore their dresses
at
Hillsdale, Mich
with the inside turned out in. order to
_ entering the room——which is
kind 'of reunion, in which addresses” were and if *¢ the form of this agitation is un- of Ireland.
It 1 pro
to rect. a suitable monu- \
- shop, located on the track of travel, with’
propitiate
the
god
of
the
wheel.
This
a8 » made of printed calico une Suc at given by various persons, and-poetic and fortunate,” we are inclined to the opinion
ment over his grave, The Faufilty’ of
mania
lasted
for
a
week.
Another
story
| epistolary ‘tributes were read. In
_ the that it is, in the Circunfstaaces, unavoida- Di Bawror preached a stiking. serazine and a Bibl
Hillsdale College are taking the initiatory
Cd amp
one. She magesipe 1 $ | evening
also a meeting was held in the ble. yas
moh on Fast day, which igfa ly open to | it from Naples. A monk whohas begged steps in this movement already too long
since
monastries
were
abolished,
died
frequently secular.
be rates trandl4
Arlington St. church in Boston, when ‘As to the proposition, “of ‘the brother criticism... His subject was
Terpperance;
of injuries inflicted delayed.
‘Rev,
James
Freer
Clarke
made
an
adand
his
policy
was
one
of
great.
liberty. recently ina hospital
who
weuld
‘put
a
man
into
the
field
for
in demand. Then follows sigh
ging
by two men who insisted that he tell them |’ We now ask for a prochiont answer fo
dress, ad also a m ting in Chicago,
«suspicion and hatred with which the Com-

selves are surprised by'it.

may

-} us from the schemings of unscrupulous politi— IN view of the official announcement. cians such as abound in all parties, and guide
‘the coming campaign to a righteous issue.”
by the Turkish Gevernment that no Mos- But with their praying we hope they will not

of'the new church remarked, as reported

who had kept his ayes open and discover
ed that there were plenty of churches for
rich men and a good many for the poor;

during these current months for our

country, that God

Church Extension Society of the Methodist, subversive of Islamism, and that any
Episcopal Church, the stone church build- foreigner doingso may be arrested and
ing in Thitty-fourth-st.,near Eighth-ave., imprisoned, the : Illustrated Christian
known as the Tabernacle Methodist Epis- Weekly asks :—« Was it that it might thus |
RE tO
A A
a
copal Church, which will hereafter be bredk its solemn pledges and revive fanatmaintained as ‘a free undenominational ical hate and strife, that Great Britain
“»
(OMPARATIVE GIVING."
church,
to be called the Union Taberna- interposed to save ‘from destruction the
A correspondent, whose article we can:
cle.
In
the pening exercises the pastor morally and financially bankrupt Ottonot
print entire, says. several excel-|
man power?” The English people have

| but that the most destitute, religionsly, |
you a priest?” ¢ No.” . #De yowcome to 1802, that he> would be among the most
setup a new church?” “No.” ¢ Well, zealous champions of extreme orthodoxy. | without making comparisons, and -with-- “were the people sof moderate income,
out affording aid and comfort to that missir,” the workman continued, *“ we are to- But his preaching, ‘though marked by erable class who are always crying; * Hea- workingmen, clerks and mechanics, who
fervor
and
solemnity,
soon
gave
evidence
could not afford to pay high prices for
. a man done with the priests. We disthen enough at home.” They are ‘the class
that
he
was
an
Arian
in
theology,
and.
he
who’ are always
* taking care”of our- pews,and were too proud to go toa church.
trust the churches, but if you can bring
us a religion - of freedom and reality | became the acknowledged head and active selves,” and their spirit is “death to all be- where they would be branded figuratively
defender of the liperar party when the nevolence. They are not onty afraid the hen as paupers. These persons were not infithere are thousands of us who want it.”
Congregatienalists” divided up into that will kill herself laying Foreign Missiona- dels; they did not hate God, but were of
Since that day in 1871, the movement
ry eggs, but they regard all expenditure
has greatly prospered. In Mr. Lyman's, and the ¢“ orthodox” party. Calvinism and offmoriey outside of their owniid as sui- independent spirit and would not go.
| where they had no rights. This warm+words, ‘‘the work has popularized itself the doctrine of the Trinity were both re- cidal..
|
pugnant
to
him,
but
in
seeking
to
remedy
But we can not. resist the conviction hearted man had given this class a church,
~ayith an ease and power utparalleled in
“France. To-day Belleville: would. turn these doctrinal difficulties he embraced that those statements apply to only a com- but he would not treat them as paupers.
. ~ -out to a man to fight for Mr-McAll. | The others which have generally been deemed paratively few
people.
The writers of ‘The congregation, the speaker continued,
police welcome. the missions as their most discordant, and which’ have therefore not the articles that our correspondent refers is expected to pay the running expenses,
efficient allies, and urge the people to at- won the’ indorsement of any large body. to have not made the comparisons that he and to pay the minister; the organist and
“tend them. Everywhere the idea is that of people. ‘ Without checking himself deprecates. The comparisons, if we may the gexton, “workingmen's Wages.”
by dialectic: difficulties,” says one writer
expressed by the. young workingman at
be allowed the: expression, have made
in describing him, ‘he thréw over his
the outset: ‘ ATeligion of freedom and
themselves. When ‘people ‘see that the ~——THE elections just held in England
complex theology the charms of imagina- larger proportion of all the. money that is have resulted in a trinmph for the ‘* LibTy
The French Protestant churches
erals” so marked that even. they them-|
had shared with the Romon Catholi¢ ‘the tion and, sentiment, and linked it with
schemes of'moral and social reform.”
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at the public

schools, the City College
and the Johns
... Hopkins University.
He is now on a visit

of two weeks
or more in Philadelphia,
shen he will proceed to other prominent

: _eadeational institutions.

Nota

few

have

expressed the conviction that the lantern
will make material changes in astronomi«cal studies.
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_ Several Ladies’ social
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ten
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ed by baptism ; more are to follow
Match 28, I-preached my farewell

soon.
On
sermon at

as the field had so increased, I

curing ‘the

for
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Now if’

such

things

circles,” who

D.

him

Rev.

in

five

new

members.
He then gave the Burr Oak church
five sermons, when he was obliged to go to
Potsville.
The two churches gave twenty-five

dollars

to

the H.M. fund.

The meetings

at

Burr Oak were protracted a couple of weeks by
the pastor, Rev. R. A. Coats, resulting in enlisting some fifteen.
in the Lord’s service. The {

meetings were closed when most ifiteresting because the roads had become impassable.
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The church is strengthened by eight accessions
and with hopeful prospects for as many more,
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to be preached by Rev. E. Tibbetts. According to
the late constitution and by-laws, ¢ Delegates
{rom the Q. Ms. shall be in the proportion of three
from each Q. M., having a membership of one
hundred or less, and one’ additional delegate for
-evary fiity members-over the first one hundred ;”
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Special Notice.
1t is ‘expected that the ‘next gession of ihe
MassachusettsQ. M.c anmounced to be helda
Lynn, April 21, 22, will be postponed one week,
80 thatthe members may attend New Eng.
according to the
uiremen ts of
the onli:
nd if
ot expodiont a ourn
lace
a
tomeet in the 8

p00: ApdiZ
MALVERN, Clerk.
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THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE
WORLD
selling. their goods direct ‘to the
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Education Society,

A special meeting of the F. B. Education Sociefreas
bo amount to be expended
unv will be holden Ath the Free Baptist church, in
Sor ve) nstruction of a committee of three,
Postini
Maine, Wodness ay; A pK 150, ut
v. Gt. M.
Park,chairman. Rev, F. H. Pecko'clog
or the pur
$0.0
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to Ab Bxocun ve:
Hothhing the
C. B." Peckham, from Mechanics Falls, added Teethtaken by the Soc ok
at the last annual
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will ve dedtr |

Prof. Dunn, of Hillsdale, 18 expe
0
ted
the 'dedicatory
on, ¥his church™is
eight miles south of Iona, and the same distance
west of Portland, Teams will meet friends at
these places; Friday, P, M. Those coming .at--an
other date, will Dgase drop # card to E. Wri Si
‘Toniaz or CG."a
ouseman, Portland. Open
sermon, by Rev. J. C. Ferris, Friday evening,
Do nét oi got yours per cent.
1. P. BATES, Clerk.
NORTON CO. (Kansas) Q. M.,with Union church,
on the Prairie
Dog, 10 miles west of Nose, Cen~
ter, April 23, at 2, P.M.
Committee,

0

/

DO. ~ oT PAY

;Notices.

’ Tm Duplain chareh’ hi consented to the
change,
the next session of
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Q- Nig
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¥

BRANCH (Mich.)Q. M., with the Snow Prairie
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April. 80, |
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C. Ps ARS; Clerk.
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f Pie ont,
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>
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make
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a8 a
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this record what it is. Much of the Me, C. Y. M. a carriage that she may be better fitted to atis missionary ground to-day. ~ There should tend '' to her work, amounted to $8 and
be 50 settled pastors ‘to-day Where there fre was paid to Mrs, Duff ‘who is securing
for. the same;
but 20. © There is not a church in the ‘Anson or ‘aid
|
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3
lon’ with tio Mars
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Wateryile 9 Wa. a has prosching orery June next.
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Stowell, New Portland, Me

Stevens; What can be done for our weak churches? D. Hyde; Church extension,P. B Coleman,
T. A. STEVENS,

¥Mich. 41

fs Ane I

Lynoea, , Deanville;
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work

Kev. M. B. Felt, subject,
Hidden ~Christian;’
Thursday morning:
8
to 9, Devotional
exer-

! months. i
The Me. Central Y. Meeting 1s Jomted inthe
Q, M.—Held its Spring session’
Q.
valleys of the Androscoggin and Kennebec
AROOSTOO
i
Isle church, March ‘26-28.
rivers, embraciug a territory of 6,000 ‘square with the Pron
storm there was no meetin
to a
“miles, reaching from the ocean, on the south, Owing
Friday »
Saturday morning a prayer an
to the lakes, on the north, It has five Q. M’s., praise ho 2
was:he ell ‘ attended, and very.
good interest maniféstéd
and a goodly number
"100 churches, 97 ministers and # membership
of 6,412, 20 per cent. of the churches have taking part, led by Rev. G. M. Park,lhe pastor,
-At the business ‘conference after
morning
settled pastors, 60 per cent. havé Draghing a meeting, most of the delegates from. the ‘dif:
part ofthe time, 20 per conte (Arg, (Wwwithout ferent ¢ hurches were ‘present, and most of the
In the church
preaching at the present times The first F. B. ‘churchés reported by letter.
Bro, Park has been laboring, a report
gt churches organized in Me, were (within the lim- where
of a revivil interest,and a few have come units ‘ofthe Me. CU, Y. M., nearly i100 years 480. der the care of the ‘church.
Voted to raise

will be discovered
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stances, act in
with the
govern the female per By GE
wr thecure'of Kidney Complaints
his 3 Compound is unsurpassed.

* This book is far-in advance of all ils competitors,
or the unanimous verdict of those TE it is wrong.
. Its superiority will ultimately be known and conceded by all ; but in the meantime many schools
will be induced to op gome one or other of the
ine rior publications
that are being so insinuatingly
advertised and Unserspulously recommended as to”
mislead the unsu
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of prosperity.- Several
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CAUSING PAIN;

ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
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Waldron, E Canaan, N H
E Beal Terre Haute, Ill Ww

E. Smith; Church Discipline, W. Fuller; .Brotherly Love, J. H. Durkee;
relation of the church
to the temperance cause,
.T. Worden; Ministe:
rial encouragement, Geo. West; Sanctification, 'R.

his third

church

By

Young & Co, Cooper Union,
or’
Rev G b YF inooman; Grand Leaze, Mich
¢“ 8 W Cowell, Newport Cen,V

the church at West Oneonta, June 23, 24. Opening sermon Wednesday evening, Rev. 1. J. Hoag;
Essay, Are we sinners by nature or by practice ?

was present at all the meetings. Revs. James
Ader, of Mason, and S. Ketchum, of Cassop‘were present and preached the Word acthe first Sabbath of April. Thursday evening
ly. Rev. J. G. Pprtman, Supt. of State
previously he received a donation of $50 from A hery, preached a very Bn teresting sermon
She closing of the Q. M. unday evening to
his society. The church is united and is -en- |
Rev. B. Gi. Blaisdell

year’s pastorate
of the
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tion; 4 1-2 tob 1-2, Essay, J. S. Dissmore, subjes 6,
Immortality of the Soul; 7 1.2, Sermon *by P; W.
Belknap; Friday mornlug
8 to 9, Essay, Rev. J.
We lesrn that the church in Congord has. by an essay or Sister” ijerva Morris,
hich if P. Pricket, subject Optional; 9 to 10, Essay, Rev.
been enjoying a precious’ revival season, Near: we would foilow the advice, it would
make our D. H, Pershion, subject, Denominational Dy
0 be prepared wiih han
a beau “Each mémber is réqueste
1y a score of Young mén and women have lives more profitable; Sommervil
essay, sketch of sermon, or an exegesis, andeach
tiful
poem
by
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Lizzie
Wood,
which
exercise to be subjected to griticism, and each sesbeen brought to the Saviour. The prospects | a deep and lasting impression upon all made
who
sion to be closéd by remarks and erie Order.the
of this people are much brightened.
1 heard it. Rev. Lewis Jones,pastor of the church, general critic,
Maine.
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Rev J B Lash, Bloomville, Ohio.
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the Central N. Y. Yearly Meeting will be held with
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Brown—L W Brackett—S
H Bune O Tean-D F Beale—T Bickford—E. A Childs>~JW Coffin—C. Campbell—E
Calley—A Crist—G W Chamberlin—B H.Clark—
D Calley—C T Clifford—Mrs C Campbell—C R
Calkins—A L Chandler—8 Cops B O Colby=
J Currier—S D Church—H N
Dawley—J Durgin—
TL A Dunton—C W
L Davis—E Dean—D
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Rev. O. H, True, Stewart, Wis.
Rey. F. W. Towne, Kittery Point, Me.

a temperate

MICHIGAN Y. M, Sparta church;June4.
" ILLINOIS Y. M, Four Mile Greve church,

la-

much to encourage and strengthen them.
He
gave them nine stirring, instructive sermons,

and was successful in bringing

A.

N. Xu to

bounds

- Money Letters Received.

Yearly Meetings.
CENTRAL OHIO, at Kipton,: Lorain

Dudley.

in their

Rev. J. H. Moxom, Towa Home Minions
wad with thie Mitchell church eight days and did

do

“ We pause for a reply.”—J. ¥

\services of Bro. C.

Parma,

Elmira, N. Y.

Botias and SIs,

had a

to the pepple, it was hard for me -to sever my
relation
with them.
We understand they are
to unite
with the Agency City church in se-

credited.

North

TAPE

one week

by fetter, and on the 28th three more were add:

New England States has already at least
two rooms, either. furnished or engaged,
Where's Vermont? Isn't |
except Vermont.
there a church or a Q. M. in that goodly
State to crave a share in this good work?

:

Hills

closing March 13." Commenc-

May the Lord bless them and
bor of love.”

a. dozen

the way, each

writer,

5—7.

protracted

Bates Theological

where

frm

ed a meeting with the Liberty church on the
15, and closed it on the 24th. Seven were made
happy in Christ, one united with the chureh

sent

not’. feel able to. furnish a whole room,
will send the money jo us, say from
two to ten dollars each, we will furnish a
room and call it, well; say, ‘‘ centennial.”
Every thing this ye.r must be labeled
centennial, .to show to *¢ generations to
come” that we are both appreciative, of She,
4
past and helpful to the future.

By

church, March

good meeting which was

grow, will send a pair or two of these, and
some

Iowa.

Decker - writes

be duly

We have enough, 'all new and nice,
country church,

H.

week’s duration on Feb. 8. §x were added by

of bed-clothing

additional room, except pillows.
some

Jno.

Lockridge,

have

C. A. Hilton, Treasurer,

—————

For all Female Complaints,

The Great S. 8 Wusic Book

all conttibuti»ns

LY DECETAELE COMPOUND:

.

and right; but to do this we must have healih.
* ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND BOQKS.
Dyer—d
—J E Dunton—J H Decker—Mrs A Dunton—
Dygpepsia aiid Liver Complaint is the direct cause
4 Will
it pay 2" is the giiestion that comes tous:
w—T H Drake—I
G Eaton—C W. Emery—H
of seventy-five
per cent. o such diseases as Bilouss 4 Eimer—J Eastman—F E Davison—R B Fuller—D
from every farter. If the-book does the good its
ness, Indigestion, Sick-Headach
LesLiveneas
friends
claim
it will; we.say Y#S/! altho’ in the end
Fuller—J W Ellis—Z Farrington—J B Fellows—E
Nervous Prostration, Palpitation of the Hea
it may prove an unprofitable enterprise financially,
W Fox—A M Fairbanks—L
rues Folsom—
many other distressing symptoms. Baxter's
Mrs E L French—S R Fulléer—EW Fex—A Grif
APPLICATIONS FOR A FREE COPY ls
-drake Bitters, taken according to directions, will feth—H F Gale—S B Given—W
Greeley—H J
remove the cause and cure ‘the disease.
Onl;
WE
Youd" L Gould--G Glaspie—G W Gilbert—| ug pre only) must be made
ent
of the School, who shall sen
ining
the |
cents per bottle.
E A Gray—J H Greene—H
M Howard—C A
lp
name and location of his school, be enclose B1X
aines— AF Ha hmson—J H Hall-A F HolCENTS
instamps
to
cover
Walling
espenses
e
E Hopkins—G W Hoyt—
: HE
BA
QUERU'SCOD LIVER OIL JELLY.
writer must also state that he is the
Sherintendent,
SP Harvey—M Harrington—Mrs M Jackson—dJ
and
that
his
school
has
not
already
had
a
free
copy,
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
W Johnson—N Jones—L Jeuking=Mre 8 Kidder—
in order to insure: attention.
We shall not under|
Aon Kenyon-3 Keys—H Kenn
| _take
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
to answer postal-card applications, nor return
Kellogg—S
Krum—E
D Lewis—
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
t
"stamps
to
applicants
not
entitled
te
a
book
by
the
Loug—F Lyford—J F Lord—S A Miller—R H
terms of the above offer.
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
ar! Jo—Mrs C G Maddox—H McAllister—C A
;
Address ~
ASA HULL,
errill—J W Martin—N Miner—Mrs EP Marshall
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. ¥
—R Moore—H N Moon
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of —D Milliken—C B Mo
Moon—G W Mathews—E
W Morton—N Nortori—
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid J Mitchell—Mrs R .Miller=J T Nichols—L S
oil, ind the most delicate stomach will .not reject
Norrie W I, No s—W G Osborn—J ‘Pinkham—
E G Page—Mrs J Patterson—H Preble~Mrs’'M- J
it. For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
Phillips—J Phillips—Penfield & Goodrich—C F
INFALLIBLY CURED with two spoons of medi.
Platt
St., New York.
1y6.
| Pennev—MissE Potter—C 8 Palmer—M 8 Phileine in two or three hours.
For
particulars adlips—W Russell-R H Rich—A B Rand—B 8 Roldress with stamp, H. EICKHORN,
No. 4 St. Mark’s |,
lins—Mrs A Runnels—J C Rogers—E W Rice—
Place,
New
Yor
4t14
R Swinburn—N Spohn—S N Spencer—A Taylor-=-

could nof dosjustice to all,In my labor ofthree
4%,
biireh—F-1
‘tached

ret

- ms very acceptable boxes

the .pastoral

E. N.FERNALD (to whom

whom all miissicn money within the
Central ‘Association shouldbe sent.
Miss Lura 4 Mains, Batavia, Mich,

on the

enjoyment of life's blessings is both réatonable

baptism, th
y letter and six more are yet
to unite, all (but two) heads of families,
The
Van Buren Q. M. held its last session with the

:

B

:

resigned

Enjoy Life.’
‘We live in a beautiful world, and

¢ “While we have been called-t6 pass
"through a severe trial in this part of the great
field, yet we can say we have not been alone,
for I can say that the promise of the Lord has
been mine, and his blessing. has rested on my\| work: We closed a meeting. at Utica of two

Commissioner of Education are most assuring.
Mr. B., at -Baltimore, received no

less

York.

has

es

while the

assistance

\

_

- The testimonials from the naval obser.
vatory, the city superintendent, and prin-

terms,

a good

Western.

He has spent several weeks in Washing-

in heartiest

usual,

toralds a honeyed drop of reliéf; his Cathartic
Pills glide sugar-shod over the palate; and his
Sarsaparilla is a nechar that imparts vigor to life,
restores the health, and expels disease —Watertownn(Pa) Aavertiser.
iy

|”

Seven were received

charge of the Headly church,

couragement from teachers and students.

conveyed

is enjoying

profession and two by letter.

F. ROOT.

=

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
5

Marion

po

into the church on Sabbath, April 4, ‘five by.

study of astronomy, which he calls an
¢ Astral Lantern”
He exhibited it In a
ery crude form to large numbers at Chaus
tanqua last summer and received great en-

¢ipals, presidents and professors
of
district colleges -and other schools,

the

‘PALATABLE MEDICINES. ‘Ayer's Cherry Pec.

The congregation and Sun-

day-school are growing.

what

‘ing.

Portsmouth is yet without

The church in Lynn is blessed with

dapartment « of chemistry

ton, arranging for his patent, and’ exhibit-

with

+ REV.

Business Hotes.

he

It has Just lifted its debt of

religious interest.

Professor Bailey, class of ng, and lately

seems a very superior contrivance for

beld

church, one week earlier than

have nearly doubled in

at North Tunbridge

UNDER 1 sxe caine
BY GEO.

Pesomet Addroses.

D.

‘last Satur
y and Sunday in June, the Centennial Sabbath of the denomination. ..
8. D. Bates, Clerk.

have
some

pastor, Rev. A. M. Freeman. The church has
re¢ently chosen Brethren Dany B. Giles and
Stearns Gay deacons to fill vacancies,
7 :® Massechusetts.

mand.

completed

». Next session to be

prosperity under the. labors’ of their devoted

‘ufacturers have but recently begun to‘ put
these into the. mdtket with a flattering de-

has

in

much encouraged.
$1068.00.

green-houses;no difference

mathematics,

G. W. Baker, O.

A. Hopkins and I. Norton with power of substitution. A Centennial Com. was appointed.

The church in Lyndon has reason to be:

in temperature is discernible in points
within a few inches of the heater and the
most distant part ofthe rooms. The man-

and

Fact, by Prof. R. C. Stanley,

to collect

Pateh, C. BR. Davis and Brethren 8; Hopkins,

Vermént.'

.-thorough tests with thermometers in large

in the

J. A. Sutton, 8. D. Bates,

pastoral care.

hi with & uniform temperatare, and, at
the same, time, ventilated so as to preserve
&
remarkably. ~ pure
atmosphere.
By

adjunct

A committee was appointed

to next sessionof the Ohio Central Y. M.: Revs.

in

The churchis much encouraged.

church

SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.

JOHN CHURCH & CO., .

have been

A large number of wanderers
reclaimed and others . converted,

sve.

: Something New

D.D

twenty-eight in all. . The congregation and |

princi-

pal_of the commercial department, is the
Snyenier ofa superior heater and ventila-

and

renewed

i'd @ years, Blool &

2

Thursday e¥ening. Service of Praise;
Union
Suan aye! {orpndrnghn Boa .
Communion
Service ; Addresses by Evora] clerr P ALMS
ed especially forthe
f
‘exercises of
gymen
the next hod Hinge ermons were proathed
The Grand Trunk and Maine €®€ntral R. Rs.
te:
|
FLOBAL
SUNDAY,
HARYEST
SUNDAY,
will issue iad heii tickets
Hskety for one fare to bo
‘Revs. J. Wa Carr, J, V. Tabor
and H.
ney, and an
ress on missions, by F. H.' ‘bought at Their stations. ' The Portland & Ogdensand the Portland & Rochester will provide SUNDAY
EVENING,
ANNIVERSARY
Peckham. , The social meetings were
pervad- burg
free return tickets at the Association. The com‘DAY, AND EASTE
ed by a deep and earnest spirit of devotion.
mittee fe negotiating with other lines. ~*~
It abounds with beautiful musical Ee floral efNext session will begin the third Friday io
/
Bd)
A.A. GIVEX, Ch'm Ex. Com.
fects, and
represents Christ: as the Deliverer.
June, instead of the second as given in, the
and lasting.
LAN
ls
Expos! ting to attend the New : Eng- The music is aight, i
Register. Place not yet decided,
land
onve Shion.
nd desiring entertainment,
F.H. PECKHAM, Clerk.
*
Sunday-School
Supérintendents
:
will please notify R. Deering, Portland, Me., on or |.
before the 15th of April. If not otherwise directMARION (O. Y. . M.—Held its Spring session ed they will come to the vestry. of the church on wil find in “ UNDER THE. PALMS Just: what
they have long sought fee”
April, and 4, w th the Berwick church, Rev.
arrival. Free entertainment can not be’ expected |:
unless noticeis given.
: BURYS DEgerNe.
Prive, 30 Cents, by Mail; $3 a Dozen, wv Express.
J. A. Sutton Moderator.
Opening ssermon by
Rev. O. D. Patch, Churchesnot all
represented
**Single Specimen copy sent on receipt of 25 cts.
Half-fare bas been ~soctired over. Blston &
by letter and
3 dels ation on account of bad: Maine)and
EasternR. Rs. to “NeW,
Now England Asso- |
wenther.
. Higgiiis was received as
+ Buy special tickets at y da r Stations for
Cor. Mes. 3 a HarmonyyQ: :M. Delegates
ssociation. “
\
CINCINNATI ©.

There is a steady growing interestin the Rochester village church, under the labors of Rev.

ty in a direction not experienced by all in-

rooms

in

About thirty
been

of “Prayer and Praise,
Tuekda; evening,
aby] Rufus ning, Servis
Esq. Sermon, by W. H.

EATTY, PIANO

ARB

¥|UNDER THE PALMS, |

the Christian ‘way, among thom several strong
substantial men.

Hillsdale College gives evidence of abiliof her

interest

commencing with

five, in all, have started, or

* Hillsdale Genius.

Two

desires

the ** weekof prayer,” under the labors of the

Hillsdale, Mich., Apr. 2, 1880.

a

seligious

chufeh,

+ 13d

ing, Service of Praise; Paper, or Ml
monk, ty
by Mrs. V. G, Ramsey; P: per, Our
Our M BElon outh,|
a)
wby Mrs. F. 8. Mosher;
Thuredar, AM. Sorvienot Prayers
Pra
and. ‘Price: :
- HOULTON Q. M_Heid an interesting and Paper,
by Rev.
K 2 fore
alvern ;
Tem] perince, by
Grofttie session with- the Linneus church,
3 , More
aborers in India, by Rev. "o.5
arch 19—21. There was an unusually Inge ;
ey
Thursday, P.M Service of Proves and’ Praise;
attendance throughout the whole session.
At
Papar,
The Ideal Pasiorate,
v.J.A. Lowell;
the business session it was voted
devote a
portion of each session to the subject of mis Paper, The Resurrection of Choise asa a Historical

sions.

Mag:

any Shureh/ ‘that

groxx8

New England Assostation.
1
annual mee
will convene . ‘with our
man:
og
=3¢ nab vig

centennial Statishitsang Rev. J. W, Carr was
appointed fo p
the centennial sermon’ at

. ergetion of the proposed monument.
Rev. Benj. P. Parker has accepted a call to
. All remittances for this purpose may the Contoocook church, and enlers upon the
?
be sent to Dr. J. g Bless 'Bilisdale; pastorate, April 18.
Rev. Urish Chase, bf Madison§®: # at liberty
: Mich.
to’ correspond with
to ebtain a pastor.
There has beena d

a
The
argon

‘Wednesday. will be devoted. to a consideration
of our educational interests. Wednesday
even .

with the church at Newport

Village, ‘commencing Friday,June 11, 2 P. M.
Vv. D. SWEETLAND.

ob-

Theological School and State Mis-

sion, we ought to he doing: more for

10 any one who shall contrib-

"ate the

They

and no one to break to them the Bread of Life.
Our correspondent addss “ With our97 min.

of

We will agree to send a photograph

y enj
Next pub

sonage which cost between $10,000 and $11,000,

the memory of this faithful servant of
God.

listeners.

Coulliard, of the Mont

>

L. ae present, psy preached one. of
aio sermons, which was high-

ig

Rey.A.

tain a F. B. minister to settle with them. Who
will go to Rangeley and do a grand work for
Christ?
In Boothbay, we have a church of
100 members, with a meeting-house and -.par-

efited by the inspiration that will come
from

all finiereaung. ! Bro.

Libbey spent the 1st Sabbath in April with
this people. © He hada large congregation of

this appeal shall come make a contribution
on'or before the first Sabbath in May.
As churches and Sunday- -schools and
families and individuals we shall be

oe, SR Jil Be, J, a BBE ooh CRE

de MB eon

funds,

the work of raising the necessary

Q. M.—Held ‘its last susslon with
church at H
March 12—14. - The,
delegation was small, but ‘the meetings were

Sabbath. The, town | of Rangeley, with three
plantations as adjuncts, has a population of

We ate.anxious, if possible, to complete

Ra RR. ov bg

DERE Eh Shes SUB

immediate “Sabbath. nets is but: one church: in the’ 3the:
Farmington Q, M. which has preaching every

be importance of prompt and

aves

,

Brussels,

giving to the retail

buyers

: diate profits: saved

: sills

Fie

: Ex:Supers,

the

advaniage of their large and varied assbrtment at manufacturers’ prices.
7’
All , contemplating purchasing CARPETS
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by buying ‘direct of

Soper

Ingraing,

MAN UFACTURES,

ba

1

Mattings,
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+ Tapestrios,
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Eu

Athenian saying has the stamp of truth;
And oh! how many & bright and glowing
:

Tit with the morning sunghine and its gold,
As years_swept on has darkened with the
.
mold
:
!
Of vice and bitterness and ‘sin-brought ‘ara
many a fond and tearful mother’s prayer

Had been unuttered if she. could have told
His future life whom she sought God to
spare!
rather she
! 186

should. Tie

he

had prayed

In all the purity of childhood drest;

little

And standing o’er my tirst-born’s

grave,

I can but bumbly murmur God knew best,
Stainless

gave.

He _took the

precious

flower

—Good

—at

he

Words.

:

WHAT OF THE HEATHEN?
BY J, w.v. BaBARKER.

benighted
“ And what will God do> with those poor
Petter way
sons of earth, who have never heard ofa

him and*agk him to interest himself in
light “his behalf on account of his fine voice.
y
noonda
as
clear
for
know,
I
‘things
Some
Siboni receives him kindly, promises to
‘Upon the canvas, hung along our way,
They stand revealéd; in know that man shall cultivate his voice, and makes him an in-

"As for Susie, there never was

1.

bride nor a merrier.

They

a fairer.

had married

for my sake,Harold darling, and you only

drank one glass.

I made it myself and it

‘was pure, and it didn’t hurt you, did it,
for love, and no one felt disposed to ‘blame’
darling ? It was strengthening, and" you
them for thinking in their youthful pas-

itself from the inevitable results
re
of uiegulat.
trying, of
to find some:

favorable consideration.

Volume V, which conipletes the Lerican
Book Exchange’s edition of Gibhon’s Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire, contains a
complete Index of the whole work,, explana-

1

git oyeoinkto theo doneral in
ia the field It is not.

Bobi.

Ey

]

YE

« Call no one happy till he diesi? the old

“Nay,
a

po

EE

“BESIDE A LITTLE GRAVE.

How

blood cozing fro the Would in the —
| mele
itis mere weakness—to desire to
| You Took as if you bad Yost” your a
ple: ~The facewk rich once bore the imhold and to absa
wiiyiings control “lies ‘in
friend, Harold.”
absorbing
is essential;
Process.
press
of
a
Father
s
hand
making
it
beauI
think
1
but
Yast:
|
; OT; of vailrosd ie: in this countrys if by
«¢ Perhaps not my
PBAYER-MEETINGS
TO "CONDUCTPE SL
| How
f
Bed
SIG
Tooks
now
loving,
land
earnest,
teous,
endless.campetition
it
is'foreed
to
work
folk oF
a’ good
Mdm. Schall, but was received with some have turned a cold shoulder on
Thompson, its logical Tesul » will, serefore, in all proba~.
Lewis
¢
bool held, W
ex-1"
ed
a
degraded,
its
in
hideous
Dt day roduce the one man
Im~ biliy,
e © Prayer-m
authoro
surprise by her, as she had not the slight- friend.” He laughed somewhat bitterly pression. ‘And that creature bending
ing Z and itsts Tm
With
Yovement,” etc,
_of comb
gor
x en: will prove est knowledge of the author of the letter. as he spoke.
himself
tn
to.
)
Vuly emergen cy, and end by
ears
.H. Vincent, D. D." Boston: D. Lothrop
over him is Sue—Sue, who, fifteen
an
of
gah
the
in
nce,
holding
in
his
hand
mplete
practical mast. *
Total Abstine
& Co. 12mo. pp. 327.. ($1.25).
He then told her what a great desire he
ago, in her lovely, dawning Sl
hy
ry of the whole
field. Already of late the
noble
gifted,
this
over
him
sadly
g
asked
She
bendin
The
author.
of
this.
book
believes
fully
in
sctqr,..
angel,
an
had to become
entry of some such
Sentral railroad figure upon
looked with love-filled eyes into Harold's, |
what, character he thought himself ca- young man was the friend to whom he|. and begged (with criminal thoughtless topical prayer-meétings. They are, he argues, : the stage has been more than remotely fork.
pable of representing. > * Cinderella,” he_ alluded ; but Susie failed to comprehend ness, it- appears to me), ““ Drink it, dear, almost the only reasonable kind“ to hold. shadowed,
fa as our railroad"
il
far
system” 2? is” co
Coming together with the heart and mind full cerned,8, 80
seems to me to be that ol
of rol
replied, and asking for permission to take his meaning, also was utterly untonscious for my sake.”
of Scripture to- illustrate fhe topic that had fittest which must result from indefinite unoff his boots, as he otherwise would not that she, with her own voliintary act,~had
But there is neither beauty or love in been préviously assigned,makes a meeting regulated railroad competition. There is but
gossamer
one escape from it, and’that is through such 1d
be slight enough, he commenced to dance commenced. binding - with
her
faded, tearless eyes now—only a abound in zeal, in spirituality and in heavenly combination at some earlier stage as ‘shallp
and sing, using his broad-brimmed hat threads the fatal mesh that might close hopeless agony, a wildness which will refreshment.” Nothing, he asserts, has done so a stop to the influences which are bringing this.
much to Kill out the bitter controversial spirit’ re;
shout, It is that very hing %which the
His strange behavior about her darling.
ad a tamborine.
haunt us for years. She laughs ; she langhs _ which formerly existed in the different church-.
Iroads ire now at
ng; an
‘Che wedding day came, and the newlyastonished Mdm. Schall so much; that
a
~
again, a grating, leering laugh, the laugh es, a8 uniform Sunddy-school lessons, the ‘ing it they are. FoF sore og to reach mp
!
looked
they
ul
of
rid
beautif
got
how
of the railroad problem in aid of which IT
‘wedded,
“she thought hin insane, and
of
hopeless
insanity.”
We
shudder,
and
Evangelical
Alliance,
and
the
anfiual
week
of
earnestly
wish:
to
invoke
the
assistance
“of
him as quick | as-possible. He next call- Harold had never received that: question- the hot tears rush to our eyes involuntari- prayer; and the deduction to be drawn from Congress. They are trying to federate’ them- #
"ed on the manager of the Royal theater to able compliment of being called a *¢ pretty ly. She sees them, wrings her hands,and that fact is that uniformity of texts of Seript- se
If there is one thing more characteristic of
ure for. the prayer-meetings would: intensify
ask for an engagement; but with like suc- man,” but handsome, manly, promising
the American people than another, it is their
sereams © ¢ What! : tears, tears? You
foreal
intellectu
d,
all
bas
was—broa
money
the
fraterial
spirit,
and
bring
all
Christians
of
certainly
he
sum
little
His
faculty
of organization. In that respect I am
cess.
shed
tears.
Laugh,
laugh,
heedn’t
to believe
that they excel any other
been spent, and we now find him wan- head, shaded by short, silky hair, which LAUGH, I say. Here’ 8 my “ Harold; ‘do nearer together. Dr. ‘Vincent's introduction inclined
race that history has made record of, eveix the
is
quite
to
the.
point,
and
the
wide
range
of
the
eyes
head;
fine
his
dering, friendless and forlorn through the showed to advantage
Roman. * They seem naturally to evolve order:
you see him ?”
book, embracing as it does reports,
of success- .oug of chaos, not by any effort of individual
Suddenly he which looked resolute, and were, without
streets of the great city.
In a few moments she grew calmer,and, ful -. prayer-meetings, descriptions: of ‘their: leadership, but by the spontaneous, instinetive:
happens to think about Professor Siboni, doubt, full of love and beauty; and mouth
movement of
the 1hasses.
Their - genius
laying her thin, blue hands on his cold, methods, and letters from pastors who have Joints
porthat way.
This instinct is now Pal
strengly
more
was
where sweetness
‘the director of the academy of music,
had
experience
in
the
matter,
gives
it
a
pracillustrating its presence in our railroad
grimy ones, she murmured:
It was
a
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Her husband and son, in feeble health, mourn

people t&Fake life of what/hey Should eat

permitted on theearth,

and find it even so.

Alda Baifion, 60 cents,

‘ His eloquence and his great skill in representation give a charm and

a short fines which was borne with Christian

and how they should go to heaven.
Was
a person hungry? let him hunt for his
food as did the birds, and he should be fed:
Was a person soul- -hungry? let him feed
and clothe and visit in prison, the poor,
the infirm and the sinning child of hnumanity, and he himself would be filled with

may

died in Hatley,
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lendid and sid forms
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of which the English ee A
is
capable.”— Prescott.
“ As edited by Milman, a work for all time and all classes.”’— London Monthly Review.
“ Gibbon, the architect of a bridge over the dark gulf which separates ancient from modern times,
| Whose §Yivid genius has tifiged with brilliant colors the
test historical work in existence.” =dlison,
is work ' .
‘is often something more than history, and above it; it is philosophy, it is 't]
ology,Hi is it ad eloguence, te criticism the most master y.on every subject with which
literal

Knight's

to branch
tours, and

“Did Jesus ever tell his disciples -to
take thought of what they should eat, or
how they should go to heaven?
It was
his one
prolonged
ministry to teach

. may

ie [] hope some fifty
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“ Deserves Jeary. praise for neatness and attractiveness.” Press, Newark, N. 3.
; ot The American
Book Exchange is doing a remarkable work.”—Journal, Boston.
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ong the marvels in cheap reprints.— Herald, New York. °
£
“ The publishers are doing an invaluable service to the public. »'—Chronicle, Montpelier.
‘¢ Well selected’and beautifully printed.”— Republican, Springfiéld. Mass.
‘The catalogue is a most aston URE exbibit of good things at low prices. ‘An opportunity never. i
before presente ee Svnday Press, Philadelphia
‘
We were surprised iuto incredulity by the announcement.
. We have ‘procured ‘the volume, --

kind word for all und was ulways ‘patient in ber
duties of life. "Quietly as she’ lived she passed
over the
river-of death to the evergreen | :
shore. She leaves one daughter, five grand- |.
children and seven great-grandenildren to Poplar History of England, by Charles Knight, Complete’ in 4 vols. 12mo. Nearly 5,000 hages:
mourn their loss,
+ DOYLE,
beautiful new bou
is. type, with illustrations.
Neatly and strongly bound in extra cloth 1 $3.00,
in elegant and durable
hal
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Russia, gilt kop, $5.00. Postage, 48 cents, Just ready.
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who
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off into one of hig speculative
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i dit, of Sie40 canta;

her husband died,

her to contend with
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benignity" of the Creator to note that

and fro on the earth

survives her.

life without a husband’s arm to lean upon, but
with sonfidence a the widow’s God she was
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ars 2800 she came to
successful,
live with
her¢ Saugh
za Preston,

-existence as a life and not a as thought. It
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‘The cheapest Eoutication ever given to the

¢ A marvel

‘ It is wonderful how such a useful and valuable work can be sold for so low a price. »Presbyteof the Decline and all of the Roman Empire. By Edward Gibbon. With Notes by H. H. rian, Baltimore.
* The Library of: Universal Knowled Ee! is as comprehensive as Appleton’s splemiid work, at Just %
ilman: ‘A new edition, in five volumes,
with very full Index. The ipe is new, very clear,
large. -faced: bourgeois. « Volume V., completing the work, ready March 258
| one-tenth the price.”— Sentinel, Lewiston;P:
cme Edition,
cloth, gilttitle............. ser SeRRE asses va
veeeser $2 BO
“ A marvel of good ‘binding and try "Daily Graphic, N. YX...
27% An acquisition to the library of the re;
real lover of boooks,
> Who values contents sitter. than Ee He
me Edition, half Russia, sprinkled edges.
....is.ee asate
3
‘Aldus Edition, half
:
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wards. « Their union was ble
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conscientious an wud minute
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The style is fau'tlessly Juminous; every Ford is
jg in its: Tight place; every sentence is stately
ELL
the current never flags.”— WestminsterR.
“Macaulay is like a book in breeches. ancy Smith,
Sm

MRS. CLINDA EDWARDS
died Tn Capac,
Mich., Feb, 18; aged 93 years. She was born
in Middlebury,
Ass.
hen about 17 vears of

and drinking, in working and sleeping, in
marrying and being: given in marriage,
. and in dying when the time came, without
however, troubling
himself concerning
that event beforehand.
The glory of hisgeneral belief was that it was not formudated ; but if I should formulate it for him,
I should say that he believed in earthly

*¢ Has some rich relative left you a colossal fortune which von are spending in pub
ing: books
for the people at nominal priees? If so, I admire our taste. But won’f the old-line publ
rs be glad
when it is gonet”—B. F., Congdon, Randolph, N.
“ Your lives will be intglerable without this work, Send afid get it; we can’t lend ours, State
Journal, Jefferson City, Mo.
“ The American Book Exchanze deserved credit for the part it is taking in popularizing standard

gg

. acter which was ‘superior to any ° of the. is bnt just that CAsH should accompany the copy
others in answering the purposes of a: life: at the fate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
‘There was a snappishness about Ursula,but | words. VERsEs are inadmissible. °
—
she’ “also possessed something the same

characteristics. Cotton believed .in eating

his wares among my acquaintances. »—(C. H. Bordman, St. Paul, Minn.
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Postage: Acme Euition, 24 cents ;*
Aldus Edition, 36 cents.
For reading or Yelatence we believe this tg be the best edition of Macaulay ever issued. Readers
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Tyjsveasy for Liberal journalists writing
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oft in

Brackett’s

does,
tator
equanimity that Prinee Bismarck is sorrowful
But Germaand Baron Haymerle worried.”
ny and Austria happen to hold the keys of war
just now for Europe, and if England
*or
from the ally and associate of Germany and
Austria suddenly becomes a cause of Sorrow
to the one and of worry to the other, it is just
possible that these great’ powers may take a
practical and not a philanthropic view of the
eestasies into which the Spectator imagines
*
that “millions of Greeks, Armenians and Bul-
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from the cellar in a mug.

Company.

“To

autumn where farmers have gold .their apples for
1
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will re|. sending to this Company for a sampledealt
with
wil be fairly
and
|- ceive it promptly,
les<en.
will
that
afterward.. Any invention
attention.~—
women’s toil ought to receive
:
Toledo Blade, March 11, 1880.
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principle of equity and justice. It is amazing:
nator of the United Sates should ofthat a
fer a proposition so brutal and ‘mean as this.

The people of Nebraska, according to the Sen-

:

Zululand, presented her imperial crown to the
church of Notre Dame dés Victories in Paris.

bound to respect

_ There is-right good

composition and the number of precious stones

in these words
‘is

* There

from the Springfield Republican:

one excellent general rule to follow
to mining speculations,—namely, to

alone.

It is also wel to remember

in

regard

let

them

that _eveh

. mot like digging a hole in the grognd and taking

It usually requires
a great outlay of capital, an: immense plant,
Jong waiting for returns, and self-interested
to direct the operations, Mining enter-

_ out so much money per day.
:

:

prises.which promise monthly dividends from
the start are prima facie swindles. . This long

“period
of waiting

is the trying

shipwrecked

the

for savinz

a reward’

Hayes

time

when

mine changes
Sock gues dows, aud
about such a song as it was
for a song,
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Johnson C. Whittaker, a colored cadet

at

. «... West Point, was found in his rooms at the baracks at six o’clock, Tuesday morning, bound
hand and foet, a piece of one ear cut ‘off, the
He made
other ear slit and his head ‘bruised.
a statement to a reporter, in which he said

three masked men entered his room some time
after midnight and jumped on him as he Jay in
bed. He struggled, but was choked and
pounded and told that if he made a noise he
would be 8 dead man. They then tied his

to settlers’
statute relating

Suan

resolutions were discussed, and, 4 vote being

.

“The

mittee was appointed.

mittee

on

and

railways

Secretary of War to contract-with the San

vio‘and Mexican

Border

the

Anto-

Company

Railway

for

| the construction of a railroad from San’ Antonio,
Texas, to the Rio Grande.

ate joing reso-

The

of wages to the
lution providing for the paymefit
employes of the government printing office for
legal holidays was agreed to. The House went

into committee of the whole on the army appropriation bill, and certain amendments were offered and discussed, but no positive action was

taken.—The Indian question was the main topic

under consideration in the Senate,

Wednesday.

A resolution looking to transferring the Santee
Indians to the reservation formerly ‘occupied by

In New York the heartless capitalist may not ask

mor
thane
6 per cent. interest for any money
less pecunious brother may borrow
and consequently when the market
:

20

pounds in

a season.

being rich in

|

The United States lately sold at auctionin Man.
chester, N. H., pearly 1806 pounds

gled from Canada.

Joseph Barnard tried an gxperimentto see how
much

co¥n.he could raise on a single square rod.

of land.

but

of September; the second

day of October it was shelled and yielded 561.3

no action was

occurred between Messrs. Clymer of Pennsylvanis, and Sparks
relating

to

of illinois..

contract

The amendment
stéd

surgeons was

in

committee of she whole. An amendment was
offered from the milithry committee prohibiting

the payment of money for ‘the’ ‘transportation of
troops to keep the peace at the polls, but no discussion was had onit.——In the Senate, Thnresession
was mainly y devoted to the conquestion at iss
ment

opt

‘biil,

2

the
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specific

Saxon ancestry to such habits of doing and haying
that their posterity, by sheer inberftance of characler and possessions,
now comprise the foremost
nations of the world,

Mr. W.G.

|

Markham, of Avon Spriigs,N. Y.,

Secretary of the National Wool Growers’ Associa:
tion, has jual returned

around
the world.

from a nine

200 Merinos bought by the Japanese

and after safely delivering his
of inspecting

Government,

charge, visited

' Ching, Italy, France, Germany and
the purpose

months’. four

He took to Japan a flock of

the

England, for

principal flocks of

indian youths. | sheep in those countries. ‘As the result of his
amendment. In the investigations,he is Satisfed we have the. best
sheepin the world for wool, and he thinks—

though not quite suré on ‘that point—the
the amen
| discussion as to

_eral ‘debate on the

the House b
} tion of a publ

on,

sank Gulzeiiberge
e loss of oo So
which threw down a

sheep for mufton.
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aly ether nije
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ther areno schools, colleges or

ser forestry
is taught, while in

Germany there are.

ty such places of instruc-

‘| tion: There
is an idea prevalent
that all which is

necessary
to be done with a forest tree is to put |

| the roots in a holein the ground. Thus ireated

growth will
be very slow, while
if well cared for"

the growth would be double that of the neglected:
| one... The success m timber culture depends upon

| the eariy wiatarity of the trees ; * two heavy crops
io the
of one-would
be the result of a proper
id
| knowledge of the cultare of forest trees. dl
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taken, and the consideration of the Ute agreement bill was resumed, 4nd an amendment, some- our very virtue depend, io a large degree, upon
what increasing the stringency of the conditions our agriculture, and our agriculture is the résult
of the proposed treaty, was adopted. In the ‘of 'experietice., The buainess has grown from
til it has
House, a number of new -bills. were introduced, | small beginnings 2nd by slow degrges,
and the discussion of the army appropriation bill | “dubdued forests and ‘dried up morasses. It has
ug yosumed, during which “an angry passage raised our savage, plundering German and Anglo-
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known to give

nitrogen, which enters Jargely.into the composition of wool.
}
Look out for canker-worm grubs as soon as the
frost is put of the ground. Put a band of paper
about the trunk of the apple and elm trees, and
‘keep it sticky by repeated apphcatjons of tar or
printers’ ink. Gutters of zine filled with oil are
more permanent, but more expensive.

com-

authorizing

canals

‘Ladle packed,

heen

ed as especially adapted to sheep,

In the House, a number of

ritory of Oklahama, and another from the
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For Purifying the Blood.
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choice,

Creameries,

Club, inquiry was made as to teeding beans to
stock. The replies showed that they were regard-

new bls were reported, among them one fron
the. committee on Territories to establish the pig

.

hardly conceivable thatany

hill

discussed and eonsidered at length, but no action
was taken. The Senate insisted ,on its amendments to the caucus billfand a conference com-

New York’s Usury Law.
average American legislator- is re-

‘meddlesome

the

maple.orchard

is 2 1-2 to 4 pounds per tree, though a large tree

the

H, Doane,

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA
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NEW WESTERN.
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(hat

. "76 East Ninth Street, New York. cals; embracing each of the above named, and oth-73 Randolph Street, Chicago.
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@ Flour sees seosss SPR er
Oat Meal, good Western....ceeeess «e030 8
@
Oat Meal, {ancy brands.........«. ene B0

The crop of the State in 1878 was nearly $,000,000
pounds, worth about $700,000.
aly 2 ules
At a meeting of the Western New York Farthers’

was ‘further

bill

the Ute

In the Senate, Tuesday,

There:
of ar-

cent. he is obliged to
6 perve
abo
a commission. If the usury
m to charge 10 per cent. the rate
ex
| this ; or if there were no
it all, and if business rmen wére als their’ barguins without inter-

sus-

yeas 112, nays 80—lesd than a two-thirds vote.—

by the St. Louis Globespectfully requested”
the eye of statesmauship upDemocrat
“to
‘on the conditidn of the usury lawsin New York.

rate

to

placing salt, prioting-type, printing-paper, and
paper-materials on the free list was defeated,

at

|

its passage

on

put

pend the rules and

art of his left ear off,
slit the lobe of the other’ear two or three

?

A motion

taken, were defeated, 81 to 117.

"They then cut the lower

i eommittee to investigate the otitrage.
“will also be a cour.of inquiry composed
: my officers.

The averige yield of a- Vermont

y

Greenback

Mr. Weaver's

poses of his accusers.

tied his feet to the bedstead. One said, “ Let’smark him like they do thé hogs down South.”

. * times, and again cautioning him not to call out
© left the room. An Indian club was found near
Two of the men
. him smeared with blood,
gray,
, wore dark clotbes and the third light
re-"
and wore black masks. W:hittaker had
is
It
Sunday to keep awake.
ceived warn
outrage
was
“committed
by
“bel
eadets. General Schofield and Commandant
©
Luselle are investigating the matter. Moreov:
er, the military committee of the - national
“House of Representatives has ap pointed a sub-

animus..and

closures showing the

Ed
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SPRING WHEATS,
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Minnesota, bakers....
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WINTER WHEATS.
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Corn Meal # bbliceercnrerssarorarsne
450.8
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BOWKER FERTILIZER CO.,

undermine health and settle into troublesome disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled

|-RY

in

43 Caatham Street, Boston.

fectual cure of a series of complaints which are
very prevalent and afflieting. It purifies the blood,
purges out the lurking humors in the system, that

B50 @

bear

food. They can be used alone; and will eéarry
A crop to the
ofthe season.
:
’

$8.4 Single Specimen Copy sent ix paper covers }

»
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.| the Iodides of Potash
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and it contains no weed seeds.

which contain only one or two tlements

| $30 per 100 Copies ‘in Boards.

profit

«67
«600

acres,

succeeding

Manures
are
Complete Manures, made for different crops in distinction: from Superphosphatea,

32 PAGES LARGER,

rtedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission.
‘Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
3
‘eggs, beans, dried apples,- &c. -Cellar No

The cuttings

a foot or fifteen ‘inches’ of the ground,
within

p)e-emp-

in

affidavits

the window.

botile

Please

|

‘and most beautifully gotten up, is sold at the old
popular price—
o

Report.

Quincy Market, Boston.
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than they
one load Rf

COMPLETE MANURES. B

GOOD AS GOLD contains 192
of Choice
New Songs by the most talented authors,and though

tion and commuted homestead entries was passed
when three branches will come out; let them grow:
B8....v.coeienns danas FORTY Jn
¥ 100 t,
after discussion. -The bill to ratify the agreement
until it again blossoms; after which cut them ell Buckwhea
with the Ute Indians was taken up and was op- back about six inches from the ‘main stock, and” “+ CORN. The sales of mjted and yellow have
beén-at 53 @ 60c ¥ bu; steamer and no grade Corn
every time it blooms repeat cutting back, and in
posed by Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts, and~ Mr,
at 57 @ 58¢c ; and high mixed Corh to arrive at 56¢
Morgan, of Alabama. No action was taken on
few years a beautiful plant will be the result; with
.
Gah
¥ bu.
Illinois,
of
Springer,
the bill. In the House, Mr.
proper care it will grow more beautiful with age.
The sales of No 1 apd extra white have
OATS.
and No
46c;
@
#53;
at
of
white
2
No
vindication
in
30c;
been at 48 4
made a personal explunation
—N. ¥Y., Observer,
®
At.the
2 mixed and No 3 white at 43 @ 45¢ ¥ bu.
himself from the charges of corruption mare
46c.
under
offering
close No 2gvhite are not
against him by an article in the Washington Pos |
« NEW NORTHERN.
in connection with his course in “the Dobnelly95 |,
b.....24
choi
ts,
i
‘ER.
( From the American Cultivator.)
Washbum case, and made sqme. sensational dis-

“hands and feet and placed him on the floor and

and

the

amending

bill

passed. The

was

Vermont

a

should should-be no.deeper insthe water than half
way up to the second joint, and when the rootlets
gel to be half an inch long, carefully pot in rich,
sandy lcam.
After the plant blooms, cut back to

the bill fixing the
Senate, Monday,
12 he between
worth in the rst place, and ultimately same | boundary
the States of New York and

. man on the spot whe has capital,
experience may be-able to make
out of it. For people at the East
earnings to such enterprises is to
away.”

among flow-

The best way to root cuttings is in

ers.

Congressional.
a

This beautiful. plant, when

under proper culture, is truly a gem

track and went into the ditch.
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contain.—

the
the

Oa
dislocated.
engine jumped

leg broken and the other
same road, Thursday, an

ed soaps are usually too sharp by free alkali they

one

the other, haa

Produce

Boston

skin, beware ot ®

for five
to ten

Onder “Good as Gold.”

THE MARKETS.

|

often poisonous, ¢itto toilet powders, while “scent-

down a steep embankment, with five cars
piled on top. J. Hogan, one of the engineers,

was Killed and Monoban,

|

toilet powders, and be gareful in the use of scented soaps. Why? Soon make and keep the skin sore, plasters prevent wounds from healing, eyewaters do often more injury than good, most hairdyes produce sore eyes, beautifying washes are j.

freight train on the Denver dnd South Park
railroad, while on a very steep grade became
night, ‘from the cars)
detached, Wednesday

which ran into

:

W.

NEW SONGS OF THE RIGHT KIND.
SHOULD
30k
oe

& JOHNSON.

SEABURY

-

41

Summer and he cold of winter,

seasons
give larger
8
wise would. You can haut at

hotsands ofSmiay Sehodls

Remember the only object the dealer can

have is that he makes a somewhat larger
on the spurious article,
.

GREAT

ALL OVER THE

Se
each plaster is correctly spelled.
BEWARE of worthless plasters offered under similar sounding names.
|’

ao

In -Pleasine and Useful Songs

to see that the word CAPCINE on tlie label of

‘Beware. Beware of salves, beware of plasters,
beware of eye-waters, beware of hair-dyes, be-

an east-bound

to

attached

engines,

:

resi- ‘Canada.— Maine Farmer.

bas just presented Peter Green, senior
dent on Tristan de Cunha, an island in thé
South Atlantie, a gold chronometer watch, the
next in rank a binocular glass, and $200 to be
divided among the rest of the inhabitants.

the successful mines can not be developedin a.
. day or a year. To realize on a silver mine is

Hs

a

:

it contains.

crew of an American vessel, President

Swindles.

sense

of its artistic

1t is of great value, on account
As

Mining

starting for

before

Eugenie,

The Empress

Building Chimneys.
In building a chimney
put a quantity of salt into the mortar with which
the intercourses of brick are to be laid.
The ef
feet will be that there will neverbe any-accumulaThe philosophy 18
tion of soot in the chimney.
thus stated: The salt in the portion in mortar
which is exposed, absorbs moisture from the
atmosphere every damp day. The: soot thus becoming damp, falls,down in the fireplace. This is
sn English discovery. - It is used with success in

Lowry and

EXCELS

CAPCINE “POROUS PLASTER

HERE AND THERE A LITTLE.

Baltimore, Thursday, from Bremen, with 1532
emigrant pas sengers, the largest humber ever
Nearly
Janded at that port from one voyage.
all go West. .

ator, want the Santee lands, and, since they
can not provoke the Indians to war, as in.othgener States, they propose to evict them ‘on
With. such men
as
re
rineiples.’
eral
in Congress, is it any wonder that no
Indian bas any rights that a. white man is

oe

at

arrived

Braunschiveig

steamship

The

Be Tssued April 20, 1880.

By Rev. R.

_. BENSON’S

which another peaceful and industrious ‘people
have just been expelled in violation of every

i}

600D AS GOLD

Persons

object they offer great inducements.

:

The only manure that is made for a top dressing.
It has given almost universal satisfaction, produc.
ing from 2 to 3 tons Grass
to the acre. Farmers using it do not have to plow gpd re:seed so-often, as. 1 not only produ
ala
"yield of best quality
ut a
of strong;
2
thy roots, w
te! gland the drought of

;

NEW
Smday-School Song Bock.

sur to feed to-stock. Farmers need nothave any
fears about raising too many apples .us the deKidney-Wort the only known remedy acting
‘mand is constantly on the increase both at home
A disastrous fire occurred at Dixon, Ill, on
and abroad. England pufchases large ‘quantities -at the same time on the Liver, Bowels and
‘Wednesday. night, resulting in two deatbs and here, and American ‘apples are eagerly sought
Kidveys.
a money loss of $200,000, - one-third insured.
after in the London market and command a good
rians will be thrown by the news tbat. Mr. Seven persons escaped with severe injuries.
Get Lyon's Patent ‘Heel Stiffeners applied
price. The Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, of Boston,
ladstoneis to replace ford Beaconsfield at’
The Rhode Island State election, Wednesday,
or shoes. before you run
the helm of British affairs., In that event, in- resulted in a Republican plurality; which in- President of the American, Pomological Society, to those new boots
;
over.
them
stead of waving the banner of prestige without
m his address to that adSociation last Sept., thus
sures the success of the whole Republican
striking a stroke for it, England may find berSenator
S.
U.
of
ticket and the re-election
and
alludes to the growing foreign demand for Ameri.
The sudden -changes
MARCH WINDS!
self suddenly called upon lo strike" a.-good Burnside.
:
;
‘
can fruit: "* In this connection permit me to refer high winds which prevail in March makes a bottle
many strokes for things more solidly dear to
at
have
(0
necessary
always
‘Russia
:
Tt is reported at St. Petersburg that
yon to the recommendations in my previous ad-- of Downs’ Elixir
her, perchance, than her prestige.
1 is about to dispatch five large. war vessels to dressto the great increase of fruit cultare.in our hand. ft is a sure cure for sudden colds: and all
lung diseases.
:
2
\
| the Chinese waters for the protection of Rusown country and to che revenue arising therefrom.
A Bit of the Indian Problem. ~""
Pa
TES
siap interests.
Baxter's Mandrake Bitters will cure all
increasing showing a great
constantly
is
This
bilious Diseases. Sold everywhere at 25 : cts. per
“Theodore Thomas closed his services”in augmentation since that time in our shipments
. A little bit of history on this Indian question
‘
bottle. Try it.
with the college of music at Cinabroad;
Ihave
not
the
statistics
at
hand
but
as
i§ revealed in this editorial paragraph in the connectionThursday
night, by conducting the
cinnati,
gaile on horses
of
Sud
strains
outside
for
people
remedy
best
‘Few
an
evidence
of
the
fruit
shipped
from
New
EngThe
Times:
New-York
last of the series of orchestra concefts given
and ©0il
A
Johmnson’s
is Henry &
land, not including those from Connecticut which
;
;
:
Nebraska know that there is a band of Indians; by the college.
Liniment.. Good for man and beast.
known as the Santees, domesticated within the
About 878,000 tons of ice have been cut this went to New York, we find that morethan half a
an
millfon Barrels of trait were shipped from Bost
boundaries of that State. Yet, as if these people winter on the Kennebec river, bringing
average price of $2.70 a tom, or $2,414,500." and
east of Bostonin 1878. Of this number}
were warlike, troublesoine,and dangerous neigh= The
is
State
the
of
crop
value of the whole
fully
hundred and fifty thousand barrels were
bors, Senator Saunders yesterday introduced
: grown in New Hampshire, three quire ot the
J
estimated at $4,000,000,
“0
To protect the public
inst imitaa proposition to remove them to the old Ponca
It is officially stated that the number of men
balance were from Massachusetts and thé rest
.\ torsand fraud, we especially cation
4
Senator
Saunders
killed
by
accident
in
the
St.
Gothard
tunnel
reservation ‘in
Dakota.
all purchasers
of
:
from Maine.” This is an encouraging outlook
Would Bok only drive out of - his own. State. a “from the commencement of the undertakirg to for the New Knglaod orchardist who will ever |.
the end of February,~1880, amounted to 120, have a market for his surplus fruit.
peaceful, self-supporting, and industrious peo1
ple, but he would settle/them upon lands. from and the wounded to 400.
oO
x
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Your Mowings Pasture and Winter Grain
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advertisers do, not expecting to sell any but
They rely on its merits to secure
“ samples.”
With this
agents to engage in the business.

Louis

mad.—St.

and ripping

broke

Globe-Democrdy.

DRESS

80
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They exhibited many other

Boiler. It is sold at a fair price, They can not
be charged with selling a ‘‘ sample,” as some

“cider, when I claim that they are worth twice that

“

Sunday School Books, address

letters, also, all speaking in praise of the Wash-

This has been, the. case the past

ow

ia

Series (37 vols.), Pansy’s Works, and other choice

-

to the temperance movement those
But thanks
past and gone,and apples are raised for a
days are
than being manufactured into
better purpose
cider to be guzzled down to the injury ° of health
and happiness. Still there are too many apples

used for cider.
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LIBRARY

or Caioguee br he rsite ana, sect.o. | With Stockbridge Grass Mandres,

We
fairly described in the advertisement.
know the testimonials are genuine, for we ex»
amjned the letters of writers in the Company’s

of

often hogsheads

THIS

Feduced ice, fom Jhich the veual discount will |

issue, will attract attention. We have examined the Improved Wash-Boiler, and find it

the cellar and drank

in

Thus:

year.

it would be brought

can editor who has lived to see the semi-centennial of the paper he has founded.
. Seven New York Herald editors made up a
pool of $2,000, and invested it in ecoal-mine
stocks. In thirty-six hours seven editors were

dead

Pp!

lind

Making price for entire Library, $96.50.
i
book in this library seld separately at the.

The advertisement of this Company, in this

and contained all the. eleapple crop. In those days
thing known as marketing
but the almost entire crop

was made into cider, put

Minn.

Minneapolis,

in

block,
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the vait #80

“For THROAT DISEASES AND COUGHS.—
from the Gulf of Mexico to within a short distance
‘Troches.” like. all othof Hudson Bay. The introduction and improve- L& Brown’s Bronchial
imitated,
ment of the Russian varieties have made it possible . er really good things, are frequently
and purchasers should be caréful to obtain the
to grow apples much farther north than was ex- genuine
article prepared by John I. Brown &
pected a few years ago. The appléswe cultivate y ons. .
.
IN
:
to-day are a great improvement over those culti-

was burned, Tuesday. Total loss about
+
$166,000; insurance $52 000.
Thurlow Weed ig'said to be the only Ameri

ie pret Znoments a
t hat * England can bear with

od furty t
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vated fifty years agd, or rather those grown

Prof. Silliman, the famous geologist,
ne to New Mexico to report upon

England

rents
is invited to’

IN

apple will ever head the list, for its value far ex-{ g
cepds all others. It cam be growh over a larger.|t
volving pain and inflamation.
area of country than any other. variétyof fruit, for
some one of the varieties of the apple succeeds
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with ‘ the | 600.

comparison
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Miscellaneous.
?
=
Tt is reported that Jay Gould controls 7,864
miles of railroad, and will soon add 304 more.
The estimated cost of the: land for the proposed new coutt-house at Boston, is $1,000,

+ has so far been succes-fully averted. The wars
which Eng Jand has had on her hands in Zululand and in Afghanistan might bave been in“eurred under any Administration, and, expen"sive
as th ¢y. have been, they have been slight

"The attention of8. S. Superintendents and

pees
BYH.

Of all tiie fruits of the temperate zone “the | 7

the

gives

;
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&

tremendous wars ever waged, and that ever
sined 1878 the still possible peril of such a war

©

The latest sum-

of the city walls as a sacrifice for the restoration of the king’s.health. The panic in Munand buidreds of people are
dalay is frightful,
‘leaving the city. ‘The King's illness ‘i ‘said to

rial:

i

Srl

sadated
the Home Rulers 51.—A te
d
Rangoon on Sunday, states that seven hundre
men, women, boys, girls, priests and foreign
ers haye been bureed alive under the towers

a sort to'make the British tax-payer entirely
We make an extract from its editohappy.”
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| 100 vols,in strong, tasty abd uniforin binding.

Liberals 345 seats, the Conservatives 228, andat

the « first reverberations from the Continent of

the Liberal victory in Great Britain are not
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mary of the returns of the elections
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the result of the late elections in Fngland.
World is of the
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:
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that Gladstone shall assume the’
Gladstone declines a demoustra-

and tories,
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a general

to be

throughout the country,
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